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Two college stuaentz, rscap,!ci se..ou.s injury saturaaY
night when their car struck the Shell station at Hazel.
Great property damage was caused.
ID •
The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
•
•••
United Press International
v..
TilZ Ezell died and Mrs. Kathleen Carroll was c ically
injured in a wreck yesterday. This accident oc:•urred just
south of Benton, Kentucky.
Ia Cleile UM Year
This is what is left of the car driven by Ed Brown after a
headon collision with Taz Ezell yesterday. Mr. Brown is
critically injured.
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Tuesday A
MURRAYAN IS  MLLE
Eleven Persons Die Over The
Long Memorial Day Holiday I
By United Prom International
At least eleven persons. four of
them children died accidentany in
Kentucky otter the long Menvorhal
Day weekend
A aunt by United Poses roterne-
tional begun at 6 riciock Fnday
evenine showed Bever. traffic
death& three drowning*, and one
kied train accident
Three persons were kited on Kw-
Jacky highways Mon, and
fourth died of injuries auttered Is
Saturday crash_
Joseph 8 Kiii2y.
struck and Lunn.be & air as he
rode his bicycle. The firmer, Weft
Kelsey In, was weed for exam-
sr/ e speed
Carl woriunan. 21. Morton. Was
fatally Injured when his conver-
tible biro • tire and ran out od
control near illther Grove. Ky Two
passengers suffered minor injuries
as the car came to rest in • creek
bed
Tu Rst1, 44. Murray Ky was
• dead on arrival at BerlIANI Hceental
attar lea ear crashed head-on with
Me driven by ICA Brown, Benton.
—111.04 woo' in critical conehuan.
UM Kathleen °arm) 1 Murray. was
tri serious condition to
iear her Rome.
At rras houpttal Mrs Ma-
tittle Reeky. 46, St Louie, lb.. diet
of Injuries suffered In a two-cat
°tandem Saturday at the entrance
to Kftlake Slate Perk.
One al the three dreemings hale
paned Monday may Miami 16,
Louisville drowned in *weft cur-
rents in the Ohio Myer at the foot
of 1114111, et
The two other stades died ch
ounnar Dreams Arlingheue
Port Mlictel. was 'Mind dead
se'triput54s14 • sedist.dua mot
lk tlentunson. IS Fulton.
drolload at the Keniake State Put
near Benton
Pollee Sunday found the body at
a Jerferson County Min at the
Meadows Mad rail crone Mer-
shon Minor Clocalman 29 heid ap-
parel:eh fallen seem on the tracks
and had been killed by a train
()thee seekend deaths included:
-Raymond Abstain- 22, Chicago.
killed Illundm when hts ter ran out
of control nair Jarthorer• HY
—Monroe Wolforci 4 Johanna.
Ky.. fatally injured in a pease-
train accident Sunday at Phelps.
Ky
--Charlotte Collins 9. German-
town Ky , eruct and killed by •
air near Lee Coy. Ky., on Saturday.
Murray Hospital Report
Cesium; — Adults
Canon Runny
Petiente Admitted
Patient* Dischargeil
. 0New Olt dens
Patients admitted from May
lees es. sin.te May 31, 1981 9:00
florford A Yarborpogh. Route 5:
Mro Aewsip Fluo Jones, Loan Orme:
Mise Norma Jean Wed. Route I.
Lynnville. Kerituck.y, Mime Anita
Kay Hughes 206 Irian St.. Mr'.
B 13 Ftoute 2 Calvert 010y:
Mrs Joe Carroway, and baby boy.
Route 5: Ansel Griffin. ROMP 4-
Honer Graves Wicker. 110 Poplar,
Mrs Betty Herderson. Dexter; Mrs.
Frey Grooms. South 2nd Street . Curt
hiourdlorn. 300 North 10th Street. Mai
1411.0 lora& 310 Wee 5th Street:
Mrs Grace Berry. 11011 Mein EIL
Mrs Thorries Bruce. and babY boy.'
Route 1. Dokidorn. TrIM . Mrs Bug-
let Ktelta. 310 el 5th Street,
ton FS Ttuover, Rotate 1, Aline,, Mrs
Jackie Weaver. Hardin, Route
Mrs Won,. Beate. 709 Poplar St ,
Mrs David Myers. 2001 Main SC,
!Welton, Mrs William Powell Rt.
7, Benito . Fred Shelton Bowen.
•1302 Vine Street, Mies Loretta
William Route 3, Wit Reggie fly-
ers. Route 1. Hardin; Joseph litah-
olas rngraen, Box 507 (allege Wat-
t:on; Homer Z Oherbon. Route 4;
AFIR Hurd Era Route 1; David
B ut Janie& 5: Robert L
&MR. 30'? N. 12th Mrs. VIr-
frte-Robert. Hilekey, 3213 Arras Drive,
St. Louis *, Mesouri, Mrs James
Duno611.,. end baby boy. Atm. Rt..
T. Z. Lamb, 214N 15th Street
"'Mayfield, Ky Albert Heim, Box
5704 °allege &fatten. Wililem O.
Spencer. 206 Woodiewn Ave. Mrs.
Clarerwe Spam), 502 Werth 20d
Street: Nth" Erwin M MoCutelon,
Route 5; Ma Robert Samitorough.
BMA. 6; Billy Brandon. Route 3:
Patinas amadieed from May IS.
MIS ItIS a.m. to May 31, 1916 9:011
ado
MI Taylor. Franklin Hall. Mrs.
"MIR lhornton. 1618 Calloway
*Male; Bulked Yalboreugh. Route
Prod Bitiblemonit BMA! I, /Ara
Ted Darnen Route 1 Alrno Arthur
/tourist*. 1.12 Siruce St. Mrs Mph
White. Route 2. Mad, Mrs. Neva
Thompson. Sharp Street (red).
Het Herbert Ray. Box IS, Puryear,
(Celdhied on Page 3)
Ladies Golf Day
Is Set At Club
Tornorow, June 2. is the regular
es got( day at then-Oanoway
Country Club
The following pairings have been
made Eleanor Dediad. Alice Ma-
dan. Marie Lassiter marg. Kipp.
Anna Mary Adams. Ohm. James,
Martha Sue Ryan. Agnes Paene.
Veneta Sedans. Juliet Maio Mel-
ba Ward Batty Lowry. Mane Cald-
well. Ruth Wilson Nhelelyn_ Lamb
Carol Hibbard. Suidene Robinson
Evelyn Jones. Reba Kilt. Sadie Nell
Jones Betty Hunter. Frances Hulse.
Jane Baker Rebecca Irvin. Lela
Keller. Mary Ruth Patter Sadie
wag. Margaret Sholleldt. Nal 1,11e-
Aiwa's. Heft Oakum. Aligleps ow-
Irvan Kaehryn Kele Elaine Rh-
vey. hermit (kale. Frances Paster.
Urbena Kaman. Opha Elpiceland,
"%Mel Miller LOU Doran Nancy
Fandrich, Norma Frank Stella
Hurt Needs Murphy, Murrelle
Rye n
Anyone who Ott not sign op to
play will be paired at the 1* Tee-
off tone Is 9 o'clock
Martha Crawford to golf host Cu.
A potluck luncheon will be served
at noon
Funeral Of Joseph
C. Miles Is Today
Joseph C Miles of Cape (oral.
Florida, died Saturday. May 29. at
Fort Myers Florida He MLA 72
Wee was • retired farmer and
former resident of Murray He also
MIA a World I Veteran
HU wile. the hie Nancy Ella
Miles died Ortober 19 1063 Surviv-
ors are two adughters. Mrs Dales
Outland of Detroit Michigan. and
Mn C R Outland of Cape Cowl.
Flterida. wen stun he made his
bane, two brothers Charlie Mika
and Pink Mika, both d Dover.
Tenn
Elervicees of Joseph C Mina dl
be held at the J H Churchill Fun-
eral Chapel. 10 00 a m Wednesday.
Reverend Harold Laiestier Will be
officiating Burial will be In the
Fort Donekon Cemetery. Dovee,
Terme-ewe Friends may call at the
J H Churchill Futerar Home.
Amount Of Money Circulating
In Calloway Is At High Level
ISpeetai to the Ledger & Times)
. •
NEW YORK, May 24, — The
amount of money in circulation, let
Cidloway County. • prime factor in
determine eorevarner vitality, is at
• high lewd, awarding to a new
Goverment report.
At the rime of the Itant Meal Y.
It 410•11171, the supply of money lin
local banks, whiter comprises the
bulk of the currency Ni circuaidon.
was estievaiikont to 01.411 for email
man. woman and child Ni the COM=
mutely.
There wan en wklitional amount
of money, areal by ampartionn
the farm CMICIICIt peoples pockets
and In the r WWI safes
of budnees firma.
The 11.411 per tepee that is an
deposit In local banks comperes
with an avenue of 11.363 Pm
In the red of the United Slates
and 0917 In the Oast South Central
Eliseo*.
fdtires on die money supply
and the was it Is dertaleurted have
ludt been reaggild by the reelkill
Reserve /11•11•111 In itati first ads re-
port in two, imera. it Mee the funds
on hand in commerolid and ewe-
Ines banks In eyery part of tha Unit-
ed State&
Ms roloquate amply of money on
depose is knpnrtant for a creitnu-
tato% econcienic health. it is pointed
out. It is What keeps the, wheel., of
IndUeleY eroWN't
'This grossing takes' place when
tanks put the rnoneY beck into the
stream of comnerre through Mara
and invest/yenta thus providing
busineas ronoerne, farmers and
other with neceftry financial ler-
dos.
total on deposit in Calloway
Clounty banks at. the CCM of the Ra-
cal year, aorordirig to the Federal
Reverse. report, vete 130.904.000, se
against the amount on hand two
year' befeine $34,021.000
included in this total were tine
&poste saving amounts) of 1,18,-
153,000 arid 50,756,000 in demand de-
merits tcheoldng accounts) of Mtn-
!Connoted on Page 31
MOP
New High Is
Recorded On
The Highways
By United Press Intermilonal
At inlet an presort, a readied
for a three-day Memorial weekend
--eked as traffic woridersta durthe
the nation's long springtime hob-
; day,
The United Press International
Waft from 6 p m Pride* to mad-
rilleht Wanda* Mowed an over all
total of 006 dtathe from accedeintal
muses durang the 7$-Sioux holiday.
The breakdown:
Tnatrior 4E7
Droe (Units 132
Planes 12
Mbeellansous 77
Total SOS
Caldarnia. with 56 traffic deaths,
M MUM led all states Tens moni-
ed 20 dead in traffic. Onto and
Florida 28 each NCIV York 214 and
M Kenyan 21
The National Safety Council said
the loas of life could be blamed on
inemonnibie and incompetent Mir.
Mg,
The word deltic accident report-
ed occurred In the NM Mans of
the holiday weekend and cleaned
seven byes in a two-oor headoon
math near HOMMOMIL Opringa, Pia.
Ekelb care burnt into flames
Howard Pyle president at the
Way council. ..add incompetent dri-
ving wee largely reeponelible for the
record toil.
"In report after report on Sigh-
Way traffic damage over this were -
end, itilitakes in driving Oudionent
stool out as the major onearen
he mid.
The previous record of 431 deaths
for • three-day memorial weekend
Maw aelt bolt yaw The all-time re-
cord for a four-thy blemorid 'week-
end Is 538.
Aged Woman
Passes Away
Mrs L P "Bud" Jones, age too
died 'Tuesday. 12.40 am., at the
home of her nephew Lindsay Rob-
erta, Route Four, Murray. due to
extended fitnoes
She le survived by two brothers.
Norman Roberta, Route nee. Mur-
ray; Stareey Ftriberts. Route Four,
Murray. one dasighter-tn-law, Mrs
Robert 8 Jones, 110 North 13th
Street, and ewers.] nieces end nep-
hews
Service, will be held at the J. H
Churchill Fiineral finme chapel.
2:30 pin tornorens. with Reverend
T A 'Marker officiattrig Burial
Will be in the Murray Clentetery.
Act IVP patheansrs will be Vernon
Roberts, Frei* Roberts,' Hollis ROO-
erta, Grogan Roberts, Davy Hop-
kins., and Paul Ordgert Friends may
call at the J H. Churchill Funeral
Horne.
moon, June 1, 1965
In an effort to stop the carnage roadblocks were set up
last night This roadblock was in the center of Hazel. All
law enforcement ot ricer* cooperated.
Largest
Circulation
Both 1.0"CitY
And In County
norm Population 10,1114 Vol. LXXXV1 No. 129
IN .1111TO ACCIDENT,
Funeral Of Dr. N. B. Mother Of Mrs. H. C.
Ellis Is Held Today Chiles Passes Away
The funeral of Dr N It gins M
Wagon Artemis will be held to-
day at 2 00 at the Wtleon Methodist
Chlarch with burial In the Octal.
liftkorail Cordele Cicada Arkans-
Dr EllIn succumbed from a heart
attar* at the Methodist Hosprtal in
Mompho Sunday night at 8 50 pm
at the eve of 74
He was a native of Calloway
County arid for tie past hrty ?ears
Um Vaster Mitchell. age 64. pas-
sed away this morning at 1'15
o'clock of a heart attack at the
home of her only daughter Mrs
H C aides. 1104 Elm Street
Ni. had been in ill health for
some years from a respiratory MI-
Reuity arid remained_ at home for
Used of the tunes
Survi yore include her daughter
She H C Chaim. three brothers.
I Q Penn ot Dayton, Ohio, W L
Penn of Monrovia. California and
preceded ntedkozie in Wilson. Ar- leorisn „Pletal „Of Frankfort Ken-
karma tucky, one prartkloughter Mei
Robert Humphreys
He is sum/yeti by two sone, N B 'insersi arrangements are riot
il!ilg Of Murray and John UM ol eeMplete at this time Friends may
Arkansas two Oates JEW renr die Ma., Charclidl Funeral
Planet Stewart arid Mrs Dennis
Boyd or Murray route four. one The funeral will be held an Wed-
leather Justice Oka of Hopkins- nearlay weds burial in the Fifteen&
vine, Kentucky. and four grand- Ridge. °measly Frankfort.
hildren. - KerauckY•
near
A Lot Of Police Work Proves
To Be Watching And Waiting
By James C. Williams o
A Mt of pollee work is watching
and waiting as the, reporter found
out Met night Ahem County Judge
Robert 0 Miner called on law en-
forcement agencies to wo all nut to
curb a literal rash of serious ac-
cidents Ill Calloway Ontinty
A strategy meeting was set for
9:00 pm at the Soufhede Rest-
aurant. Mkmday night to decide
where road blocks would be set up
Included in the group were
Trooper J Barnett Sheriff Wood-
row Recionan, Jalier Clyde Ilteele.
Judge Miller. 'Orpoper Guy Turner.
Trooftir Sergeant B Holloway and
Daunt" Attorney Jamie Overbey
TI was decided that one of the
prime:el areas of accident was the
Hazel Highway end a road block
was set up in the (-Or of Hetet.
As eirtvers WM' througb frorn
either Oirection, they were stopped
to the law enforcernerst officers and
(Meted for driving while drinking,
licerse Notations and ether points.
-We have got to do something
to stop ties carnage on the high-
ways- Judge Miller said -This is
tile reasons In- the /toed bliocit 1,0
make people *low down and get the
drunk driver off the highway".
leat night State Preicernen stop-
ped and checked the cars as they
came througb Hemel while Sheriff
R(Icrostv parked down Stateline
road to head off any driver who
deliberately thee to roes the road
block.
Most drivers made it througti the
roadblock without modent, however
several citations were mead 'No
drunk drivers were &recovered, how-
ever in one instance police ordered
• novae of driven'. -
One carload of college students
was pulled over, the occupants
checked and a goodly quantity of
beer confiscated
After staying in Haze/ for ap-
proximately an hour the Nock wia
Moved -back to Murray Apparently
the word spread Quietly about the
7-nael block arid its existence wOO
peered to be general knowledge
After being off the highway for
fifteen or twenty minutes, the block
was eat up again in front of th
automobile auction on the Hazel
Highway.
Although few citations were Is-
sued lest night the roadblock did
do soma gotio. Motorists pulling
away from the roadblock did so
with no squealing tirea arid a de-
finite impression was made on the
drivers oonterreng the necessity of
dower and more careful driving,
especially on • holiday
The work of the policeman Is a
never priding teak The road blocks
were ended at meiraght hoe night,
but the patter did not go home
They fell. their work wouid be more
effective if each oar trot a dif-
ferent route and patrolled areas
a here wrecks were meet apt to
OCCIlf
In this way they would site sine
obviously drunk driver slow speed-
ers and otherwise protect motorists
wane themselves
That reflect I've stripe on a Mite
Police car, or the revolving light
on top of the She-rifle oar aria as
a definite retardant to speeders
and would be joy riders
One petal ,Iltood nut lee night
arid that wail'the fact that many
motorist are driving civil which lack
all gaiety feature', some of which
would cod very Iktle to repair.
Such things as a burned eke head-
lamp, a faulty dimmer lisint, •
broken tail light al add up ao con-
tributing actors to what could be
• bad week •
With tik rising tide of highway
acoiderga. serious ones police are
trying ever ything within their pow-
er to enforce highway and safety
renditions In the (nal anaysis
however. it may take an aroused
public, which is ourtlnleti with death
and dismemberment on the high-
way. to atop and take dock of what
Is going on, then demand riVrt stif-
fer peragetimo for the dolatora.
•-
Wallibeirr
116Plet
briblereirmeellmermeme
Sunrise 5:35. sunset $10
Moon sets 10 44 pm
Precipitet kin 0
Western Kentucky --
cloudy warm and hutted
Wednesday with scattered
showero }Ugh in upper soA
night 65
.• •
Taz Ezell Dies In Headon •
Collision South Of Benton
Tar Ezell of Murray waa killed
yeoterday afternoon about one-half
mile south of Benton at an area
called Stnkhole 11M an US 641
The site of the accident was near
the bottom of the hill which rises
steeply to de north and to the
CrfttcsLly 
south
Injured in the accident
were Mrs Kathleen (lea-roll. 34. of
Murray and he. Brown, 70, retired
Betion business man who an. driv-
ing the onaeoi..Ou.
State Trooper Roy Daniell reeJ
ported Vial Bea was ahem mak
toward Maned and Mr Breen OM
going north toward Benton The
two ears apparently met hoiden.
lbelTs ear sea atm around, knock-
ed twenty five feet down the high-
way into • ditch and ended im fac-
ing meth The Rrown car was
knocked off the co.:Malty across a
side ditch
The two matred were removed to
a Britton Hospital and Mrs Carroll
was later moved to the Murray -Cal-
loway County Homital She was
listed as fear tilts morning
He is survived lay has a ire Mrs.
Veriene Male, his parent'a. Mr.
and. Mn Henan Oseilie, me daugh-
ter. tem Jerry Hart, one eon Gary
ItieUe. and one brother Dorris
Meld. all ad Route two. Murray.
Servings will be held tomorrow at
2.00 pm at the Itaresey Methodist
Church, with Revereqnd Johnson
Maley and Orval Maley officiating.
Burial will be in the Muni). Ceme-
tery Active pallbearer". dl be Rev-
erend Rob Maple* Emery Hoak, Jr..
This Is 
Your 
4
Carrier
rebel laws
Robert Lowe, son of Mr and Mrs
Robert U. Lowe of 301 North Eighth
Street is the Ledger and Times
carrier on North SOtth. Seventh
and Eighth ?Meets and is doing •
good job in that area
Robert is in the ninth ,,grade at
Murray High School" and is four-
teen years of age His phone at
home is 753-1556
In school Robert does best In
history, arithmetic and lenitilah He
cos borderer and tithing ea his
In line with
sind fish'
Rig set ori
yeti°
ostly and hitt
rough wildlife of the state
thunder- He and his fanilly attend the
boa to- First Method*, Church here in
Mitt rsy
hobbies of hunt-
Robert has his
trig • flower-
ri he enforce game
in, end to conserve the
^1
Bobby Hayes Curtis Hayes, Derigh.
Watson. and Dr Doraid Rugby
Friends may mil at, the Blalock
Ooternan Funeral Home
Yesterday Mrs. Matilda Husky,
passed away at the hospital Mr
Huskey. age 45 Orem St Least.. we.
critically injured on Saturday, a
die and her timband started t
turn into the Kentucky Lake Mat(
Part entrant*. She had been twit-
Ical stnce the accident anal suc-
cumbed yesterday
Two Hurt In
Wreck South
Of Hazel
A wreck occurred last Nide
outside the city Ornate nouth o-
Hasa Claivin Spann age 39. o'
Murray wee driving one car am
the other am was driven by There
ea Hoilkher. see 27, who premata;
item in Loullavelie. Seam
Merged by Tenrstmee haplaing pa,
trot trooper Roe Holikneswerdl Jo):
drurdoen driving Hollineemorth
amino use driving North Oman
Money when ha oar craned ti's,
center line of Highway 641 and rat
&knee headon into Holliday s ear
HOMMilLY 1MA going Barth fron
intleville to Memphis
Halekley (suffered • cut an top n
he head and stayed over Mehl a
Henry County Haepital Spann we
relomed on bond today from jai
and I* tel appear at 300 p m Fri-
day at emend see/don oar Paris
Both can were heavdy damaged.
John Frost, Jr., Gets
M.D. Degree. Mrs.
Frost Her Ph.D.
John W. Prost. sr is buic it
Murray after spending aeverol der
In Nashville where he ottendoti th,
cotrenencement exert-two at Van
derbilt University
John W Frost Jr received hi
MD degree from the Universe-
School of Medic-me arid Ns If.
Anti received her Pin ri decree 17
betocherniery from the Vara:WI:WI
Graduate orhool The exerolees wee"
held on Sunday. May oo
Dr Frost is the son of Mr ?mac
and the late Maryleona Mabee
Frost Mrs Frost was raised In
Murray And was for • number ot
years a teenier- at Murray High
aohool ard Murray State College
Dr Ann Ball Frost la the daugh-
ter of Mrs Albert L Ball and the
late Dr Ball of Memphis Her mo-
ther and Oster Susan also attend-
ed the momenta;
Dr Front will mend the nett year
on the Surgical House Staff at
Vanderbilt I/neer/ay Hospital. Dr.
Ann Frost will do research in the -
Department of Biochemistry at
VandetbiO University
Dr and Mrs Prod will be at
hone at 109 Page Road, Nashvil e
Tementee after a trip to .New York
and the ea*
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•
Quotes From The News
By UNITED /Mess INTLRNATIONAL
WASHINGTON -- Luci Barnes Johnson. who graduates!
from high school today. saying she is thankful her final'
exams are over
By UMW romp Ilid=tissill
ToiMy 
362 day htd 1007115"11  3V7is foam
Is "1. the
Hie moon s approaching Its first
quarter:
lEse eserning star is Illatutti
HD immune atar is Mars,
sidgpassa ispe.s...,.e Brigham Young
mit born an aux day in lald.
Oo this day In history:
In MU. Preakitru Yaines Madison
advised Congrena that a seconel war
with Britain was tnernable -
In 194& the siesta 00.S. abolished
in Mexico
In 1964. Charies de Osithe was
named premier of Prance
In ISM the 8upretne Court bur-
ran:a:yen and Bible reading Inpublic
"I w.i.s so happy and thrilled to get over them, 1 was nearly upt.e„ •
out of my mind"
-- --
WASHINGTON -- Republican Leader Gerald Ford.
tech . noting that GOP Natioral Chairman Ray Bliss helped
prepare a report in 1961 on the party's • desperate situation"
in the nation's cities-
"I think it Is Utile t.o take this report off the shelves, dust
it off and begin following its advice."
CHICAGO — Howard Pyle, Jireaident of the NaOonil
Safety Cotuacil. saying that incompetent driving was a major
cause of the holiday Weekend's record IngbwaY deal:11 WU.- -'In report after report or. highway traffii damage over
this weekend. mistakes in driving judgment stood out as the
major problem" .
•
SELMA — The Rev L L. Anderson vowing at ia Negro
A thought tor the day Ogden
ary,te Itere are two Kinds
of peope who b.os through ,ife
like a arrest On Land ts gos-
siper* alai the oilier iund aget-
PROCLAMATION
etTEFILKAS he fitneen of our
priple and the twin& level at all
peop.e can be zinced only by the
avallabihtir of a diet and
WHEREAS. a c. rnerstone of Aug
dietmilk which in the par fifty
Year, has helped our .ehildri'n to
grew more vigort:Lo. our Young
adults to er me much taLler—ipd a
'ranee prop..rtion dif our pelopie to
Altair a physical condition once at-
talked iery few, and
111411REAS. sulk, oar wan neer-
ishlr.g food offers Oeir senior cat-
users Item Wet and mast caw-
cram: source
fers 
of prawnsn t  un mineral
jrally 
to fill the sire', of
t area. Wiltritittf011es 
a.141= ell- in . theater'rt
Were doing to take ciiir into the streets. eat; sleep new a smug/sew ispsaiseigiii0and pray there and hare church :1; the street " sirenodwe all ape maps. and
WHEREas by pre&atang
le.•••
r re Oar MOO.: offers in short. • wide
Imnumology
Important
Re DUOS SMITH
VP! Schee, Editor
WM YORK MI Pen sciences
deal more chrectly silk human
health than Uliat of inanunoi,gy.
and it of vast potenttai yaltre to
people that the science has !wind
pcemble to thwart "lmmunolovl-
, cal paralyass "
Such a pa: occurs when body
chemistry meets up Vital a chem-
ical annader from the cutstue - -
an -antigen' -- and fails to pro-
duce the specific anubaeLes which
could make the solider harmlesa.
Any uutude substance capable of
iitamula..r.g antibody production is
an-mai:gen Vannes are Sa are We-
ldon. That Is why people as a rule
have any Yiril or biotertai disease
only one- lhe scam(' tune the
antigens ctinie anaind their anti-
batlats are present to rebuff wens.
C-ease
are the Cause:, of
itir entirely
fount:lye to an'terne to wtalch otver
people are Wanly unrest All this
is the men of :immunology whose
scientams have bac known the re-
101 24 Inter &Millais of an anti-
gen arvieoted into an animal will
paralyze as tinsoungiogteal dietit-
ian- No antibodies we produced
W make It museum. to the antigen.
Inunisnoiort4 Marcum S Brooks
of the MeadanInisetts Institute of
Tethnologr-esur.tered this parlay.,
as aIth seta &mans and
dangerous weapon ---' sad found
that it worked with tsvily maws*
eft .ciency
Certain bacteria produce within
UsellinciVes pealiOn Wtilla is re-
leased as they disintegrate This
greatly enhances the seriouaileas of
as -urns fee about 14., f 20111t• bacterial diseases 211., pcisonTen• years. Ago Today --rtne trot mown,. dairymen le an 'enClot03..ri and Broolite's: tre..m all it, states provide en he- Om was the Polsull of a *me:
LEDGER portan Ant -.I. he churl of pity- Persistent hie .4 • eneln) of new.e.
ssesi, mensal aticl apir.tsal hearth.4 lishisenelle
f be snot the% Actium-1,411e the az
• 1
• Maurice Crass. Jr president of the Murray Junior t.
ber of Commerce, is pletined as he presents plaques Li
winner, Don Collins of Murraf Training Bchtx)Is•aird
place wir.ner. Brooks Duncan of AIM° High School*, fh
Teen-Agt Rodeo
A large delegation of Mitrrayaus aneaded the Happy
Valley District fish fry yilidkretty 12 5'10 p.m. on the Boy
Scout Reservatioe on Jonathan Creek Chairman Verne Kyle
presided over the informal sessior.
Mr. and Mrs Mahlon Frissell and sans, Charles awl Inae-yekc
are spending their vacation in North Carolina. Georgia. an.t1,
enroute- home will vlail the Great Sasok
The Creattre Arts 'Departnient of Use Murray Woman's
Club held open house at the Club house with the hobbles of
the members and work the group has made from the lemons
given them at the various rneetilig, thus past club year
'
vAa w Aims—Astronaut Edward H. WINte 1114 Is10~used to teem the Gemini-4 apses espial* sal Batt
aloft Is spate tar 20 minutes or IC at 1/,00 mph ur•--erapwaii, 0_,.• • ty•,!••• • ••••tirr ••••.- • "-••••••••••-•
Y 00 TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH .
crap PARKER MOTORS
?Luau 3-5273 Murray, Ky
LARGE VOLL.YI - LOW PROF11
"Service Pm* Businese"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO IPS Of OH A KEW USED L.Ain
•
....de- •
sGas that 41e el h 1_ 116404
einna 'weft' the grenii of, th
YAP& • •
IllaberrNoVj. THICILErgett.
Mice t +AM
•
; art Inf•SPalt WIMIllr'-'itrof -,
Ma WAIMIPWW M. WNW me,
seco bsee.Udgeted 11 stitelsithe
o Judge 01 CikollatesuP-. pit -4•-lississir-whisb 'maw Pues-the tv. Ky do prat-num the 111300tn ol asome. 1 Wihrlineine in refat.cly
June Ma . 1i be DAIRY Dier." anesimas miaow torrampicsotaland do e, all our osnyydis_
to ad& and
UWE and de:urge cisieclUMAC An -011011M SORE1910,- 09 Mat* g A the
&WM'
Wes aelNIMIRINons to wieginum IMMININie Isx no ea.
lb.rarencengdo fandar• and in damn. Swim eve well. later all
wrest, to order dra, a, e-•• pa_ IX nacewere iliglested with use liteh
• bona — capionsossis
pneumunia -- in ainammts 100 tubes
tirealer lecand Same 1->r, ladle.
The sila. Nice 1668 riacesved set
joy lallaraved health and
peropera
- in whams_ elimmeef, I flms.! ogee
C.
DEL
CONN.
NEV.
N.Y.
ALASKA
CALIF.
ILL
11,000 $2,000 $31000 $4,000
$.3,513. ur 9%
VAS, UPS%
III II $3,250, 1, 4%
$3,241. UP 1%
$3,139, IP 4%
13,120, UP 10%
$3,092. UP 4%
1=3. UP 4%
N J. , 
$2,1142, UP 3%
MASS. 
Ea.ft2, LP 4%
MD. 
SLIM, UP 6%
MICH. 
12,733, UP 6%
WASH- 1.1.11111111111111.1111.1 $2334,LW 3%
OHIO 
$2,623, UP 4'4
OM.
MO.
COLO
HAWAII
PENN
WIS.
R.I.
WYO.
• IOVIA
N H.
KAN.
NUL
RA.
VA
ARIZ
MONT
TEXAS
UTAH
VT,
PANNE
OKIA
IDAHO
ND.
N.M.
W VA.
004.
NC,
L.A.
TENN.
S 0,
KY,
ALA.
C
AMf
MM.
52,602, UP 6%
$2,55, UP 4%
12,591, UP 1%
$2.179, UP 4%
$2 525, UP 5%
$2,529, LW 4%
$2,412. UP 5%
$2,479, LP 3%
12,05, UP 1%
$2,373, IP 7%
$2,370, UP 2%
$2,343, UP 4%
$2,311, UP 2%
$2307, SAME
111111111110.11111111111111111.1 $2 790, Ur 6%
12224, UP 7'4
II $2.218, UP 1%
• $2,113, Down I%
$2.175, UP 4%
$2,174, UP I%
$2,144, UP 5%
$2,130, Ur 7%
12,095, UP 5°.
42.012, to .
$2,012, SAME
$2.010, LW 2'4
$1.%2. ue 6'.
S1133. LP 6'.
$1 ,400. UP 6.
SIAM UP 5%
11,11.12, LP 7%
11112, DOWN 7'4
$1,811, UP 2%
$1 717, LW 6%
$1447. La 5%
11433 UP 4%
11,464, UP 4%
ar
PER CAPITA INCOME—Here to now the states Line t,, In peecapita income for 1964, with the Dtatnct of (J -"----"--lead-ing For the nation as. whole It figures at WOK gal 6 percent from 11163 Only two states arom9. alligasma and
South Dakota. Figures ham Ulf Department 011:3111WINwera
Black Limousine; No when the b. -bee f- fled He was
gibeiri • taeliet for MOW • redBrakes; Nine Hit tot.
unto sit sty nand and 'rause/ Wm - --
Beal of Calloway County Ky b andoessdn to (wow tte•ir itirouno- NE:A YORK LIt - The star use.'
affixed tals ST day it Use in Use kuntabl garslpses owe 44 &wed af, Time,- Square Thum* bum IbrovYyear ass. awe 88 68611a _Vielleoace." It was hot --about 00 degrees- and
- — - - Masud aw the Meek Wert Ihrinteant
crui.ed ,he woof of 44th
Wen and Ilratulwa?"-à
bwas not alter 5:30 Wednesday
sises. Limn 66th Su,-et the curt-
ails was about to tnt suds no
alreirs as -Heine EWAN' • and -Odd-
en &i.e...
TM shiny 1 his 'math. waved in
ni uat of the boo,- traffic. dodg-
ing the darting gaticate and dash-
ing oedr.-triaris
, As he ..t:ftc. samnul on the
or leitaben lion. vete to polka. A
brosm appi6reat Use tag. Mack air
-me haulms .tor trusbis.
The lieu& wham red. A large
COM, r grouo of pirleggnitii. Deegan canna-
bun it- died .r. • ' ing the mon. Inc driver. Lamm
lila ,iun is the Booker T Wash- De10110. an Mfri,nell ha loot on the
Mentonsi Ralf Cowie,. tiro Swans*
In 1,1 .tru'i nun" "'Mr Atse wine a few screainui as the
COIN
Collectors'
Corner
By ROBERT SVENSSON
.1111. °Tit! it Vi twIft‘t. YON
Ira Oil) 1,011%•••
The I taunt Staltri Quarter. MI
es..rvt„tit rr earniS Use irlienail
oir the 'aL•e: ,e1 our country. a
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,,„, ea., t.„teon U .•-• ;aim. On Pao of our oohs sets one rain (rat& riwil Mai own- , wo, nor bili,oiod win wootted closnto be WIALCC , priling the Wat In Ail flute psi Mal Were hit be ,'f'l... If tioulor 1 Waetirierlon. A vine ipconnen of thi.s coin Lug ear ,013..i2 fventially 4aingneatbe great teem nit. .aor - isin be 17""avall taox kir Mint.' into a taxi. WI and • Ins*. in theTula lease .11.2„11.1 a eat al 3 colas anywhere twierwectxtri.
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•
amid the wennInvibidi he wee
jambant: Franc ..cc. 27 a-aadem I. mbool Cal Me re‘cirst. Ths •
wok keg irouries.iesend mar*, react.' ' /12 Miami WeDhnct*d two-;a:le (Man to lie& of ry1talt " 
instal.* Al it Now:, ,rt firs - whoIlse- other min boarem M. , were sireeepeew„2 tin 3 ..3woion trim
9"w saw' al C(augnSava4",_ heel 411ArE..  (i.ANWI-"aw% 16w. the Iv" " ffillsreu a. the 4 Inc. au hie ion. .1•Wria•h Ck"/ P W"/'n'Tt°" Cerver' 6. Wiie sInliity .1 Ipirod Ifir mothet• another dieusimioned neer" lead- • ,
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rare thing. fcr a ccreic 1.;) be en freklet alt h nneetraions. deworib-
Ira and mon% mintage figures mkt
ir
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Oar gig 08the If 'IMPPV I
en kg,
Daaaisid Pi . 
us;,.poirs, h_ h.d ;us,.
it..-rissis at 44/r-4J re. theism.
' --- -qui t,,,, it' r-,,,..,,,,„,rati,.. Nan ‘rr.,clii)r, . run i to COIN Ora A lX7T-
SAC It Ix iie -TION7 .410.2-. ilia,. a: 4 prwoced its soon Oitt-; CORNER. 11131.
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NOW VOU . KNOW turned_ to its taunt bs a pit
INA*, &AMC in the liperrtow Can,
of • iwt-nastst cI .ualle-htader be-
tart .1 his Raltim,,re tonuies anti {
th lie Armpit., Angela
Rostrum '1111.4w4:1 lit gall1-•• for au
OrtoIrt becaaar .it a Woken thumbtie ati. efisseaSKI iii lesiaamined , Mailman Consumer -MAX-Ism] elicited tendon in his rightitie 6616666 16661, was to be- , IMOD. dISMISr.
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AMINOMMMEN.
Ow Mt County Agent's Desk
IteS V. For Iy three-I..irtddi of
AGRICULTURE la NATION'S "..:-Iedt rir
LANGEST IN
uriouiture d; the r • _c n* largest ,
industry It emplov 12 tames as
many gy:iplt '&6 the steel Industry
Agriou'ture use. tv....e steel lit a
year than is used In a year's out-
rut of pcieniger 0 a 1: uses rave
rubber each year Ulm Is reqtured
to six eutomobilts
In 1$64. about une,1/4rth of our
total term production was &agaiec
of an . -le Mix-r1 market Total ti
Ilene su.s about $6.1
ano a, market in Iasi
ersv it . : for 4p. aitin.ite-
8,.Tts RECORD
mcNir CA210. Mantic° Tri -
JaCkle E7e-• irt of EN;itlecl set tu,
unofficial record for one kara In
Monaco's "round the houses" grand
prix occult wilt a Clocking of one
n: :tate 32 a ..,e00i6.7'S 75.975 mos i
Friday In :Ale grand piss pregar-;
awns
- -
FOR CORRECT
TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
UAL 7531363
PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, Kentucky
United Saki
Susie's Cafe
* CHOICE STEAKS
* BREAKWAST
OPEN
ElUt4DAYS
National Hotel Bldg.
likirray. Ey.
ARRETTS TIRE SERVICE
WHAT'S SO SOOPEIL DOOPLK ABOUT COOPER
Ctiest.alut Sueet 743-083'. ,
For Wall-to-Wall Beauty
Cloison.ette
TEXTURED DELEET VINYL FLOORING
kbY GOODOWEAlit
:ow $3.95 iger Yet).
• .
acrib aliaL4=4"11.01.10 1007:0177 I.14
. • , • 4.
Jilt's," ir re% Mrair
Bucy-Parker
LUMBER COMPANY
&math 4th Phone 153-5712
•••,,
ORDER
ASULAND
FEEL OIL
NOW...
AT LOWEST SUMMER PRICE
NO PAYMENT UNTIL FALL!
By filling your tank now you can take
Advantage of the summer's lowest."'
fuel oil price. And payment can be
deferred -until October 1, oi you can
use Ashland Oils Fuel Oil Budget
Plan which provides for nine equal
monthly payments from September
to May. There's no interest ... no
carrying charge.
Order now. Save money. With Ash.
land Fuel Oil you can be assured that
with the first unseasonably cold spell
your home will have clean, safe,
reliable, even heat.
Call your nearbylithland Oil distributor for his special summer fill delivery 11111141M.
• ........
•
•
ASHLAND OIL& REPINING COMPANY
Old Concord Road & R.K. Avenue
Murray. Ky. Phone 753-5424
•
•
•
4
•
•
•
•
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•
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••
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,T,0=42,65
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perk up the Senators' sling rnan-
agir Ken McMullen provided a de-
ceive home run and giant ?Mr*
Howard contributed a game-eaving
cot oh.
The Immediate result of 'hoer
doses was a doubleheader sweep for
the Senators 5-2 and 5-1 over Kan-
sas City and a broad an from
klanager Hodges. who was confined
to bed suffering from • virus infec-
tion.
II take a hundred games worth
of that stuff," Hodges wished out
loud.
Only AL Sweep
The Senators were the only Amer-
ican League team to win • double-
header. but several either fint-aild
gages were feeling much improved
after the Memorial Day action.
New Yore stopped Detroit 3-1 be-
hind Whitey Ford then loft 5-1 se
the Tigers welcomed tact Maremer
Chrui.e Dinneen with a win Dennis
Bennett won his first AL game for
Button. 3-0 over Loa Angeies after
the Ansels hid triumphed 5-3 be-
hind Dean Chance Sam Bowen*
homered in the ninth to give Bald-
more • 5-4 deelatoo over league-
leading Minnesota foiowing the
Taint 6-0 victory and Chime° clign
ped Cleveabid 4-3 in 10 before ke-
ine by the same toore
In the Neitional League Pitts-
buret won its 11th straight defeat-
ing Philadelphia 5-2, San Francesco
beat ER Lotds 4-1 for Ns fifth
straight hos Anodes edged Cin-
cinnati 4-3. then Kat 6-1 New Yarn
iehleried the Clhicaeo Cubs 5-2 and
the second game was celled because
of darkness site, nine inanities with
the more tied 3-2 and Houston
toppled Milwaukee 7-2 in the orgy
night game
Three Semler* Homer
Bd Backman, Jim King and Don
Same hit home runs for the
Senators in support of Ricnett's
four-tat patching One at the Mtn
was • home run b,r Bert Cowman-
eris Deno Ennui 3-5. 11,110 struck
out II :11 ...es en ineungs, was the
loser
McMullen broke • 2-2 tie with
• two-run Dian. In the rim inning
cg the opener for Washington. then
I Howard robbed Ken Herrelson
a geow-tyine home run in the
inning-ending catch Howie )(opiate
• %MD 11/ second since being recalled
from the mining 11 dims ago Mc-
Mullen. Richert and Howard an
sere traded from the Dodgers so
Washington kiat wiriter.
Jan Lau huried a three-hitter
natamsesallialikominnno-
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Three Ex-Dodgers Compound
Medicine Hodges Likes To Take
By GEORGE C. LANGFORD I for thc pace-setting Twins and Zan
UPI Sports Writer to Versalles and Jim Hall homered
A trio of ex-Dodgers have core off Robin Roberts. a ho lose his
anted the kind of medicine 011 sixth straight
Hodges would like to take every day. Throws Five-Hitter
The prescription Pete Richert sup-1 Joe Sparma panted a five-hitter
plied Monday was the heist complete in celebration of Dressenn return
frame victory for a Washingurn pit- tin uniform for the first time mince
cher this season. and if that didn't mitering a heart attack March 8.
and the Tigers kayoed rookie south-
paw Gil Blanco of the Yankees
with a four-run feet inning. Ford
survived a rocky first inning then
allowed only three huts over the
next emen innings in the opener.
Vic DavaitRo scored all the way
froin second base on pitcher Bruce
Howerde theowing error in the nin-
th fin Cleveland's nightcap tri-
umph Lim -Dam. tagged for a
two-run honer be Floyd Robi
was the 11•11111#7. Don Buford won
the opener for reliever Ed Fisher
with a 10th inning hcene run, Max
Aids drove in an the Indian tal-
lies with a three-run bled.
Beheld, tiligneilliy thiii Un-
tie. worked 5 1-3 Innings and allow-
ed only three hits in hia beet effort
of the spasm for tlie Red sox. Dick
Raciatz hurled 3 2-3 hitless innings
to preserve the win. Bob Lee post-
ed his Itth save in retire In the
opener, Jose Cardenal and Willie
!ankh hit homers for the Angels
end Lee Thomas connected for Bos-
ton.
Hospital Report
continued Prom Page I
Tennessee: Mrs Prank Cole. end
baby girt One. Route 2. Hazel:
Mrs Bobby Wilsov baby girl Wil-
son. Route 1, Beknount. Mr Ernest
Lew Route 1. Dexter -• /limited Mel-
rose Garland. Route 2. Golden Pond.
Mrs 0 L Jamb. 706 Elm Street:
Mrs H W Boit. Route I. Buchan-
en. Tennesiee Mrs. Homer Wil-
liams 315 N 5th Street. Mrs Lee
Mat ha. Route 1. Almo. Mrs Roger
William Route 5. Murray, Mre
Oarl Dowdy. Route I. Guy 81M -
awns Vs 642: Mrs Billy Waldrop.
Lynnvine, Mrs Neaj Mats. Route
1. Alen°. Mrs. Jo41brlU.en. and
baby boy 301 N ;nett Claude
Thorn. Akno HeigErn Alma, Larry
Cialyen. 1503 Chen not, Mrs Irene
Tonne 3013 N /eh Street. Max Gene
Lovett, Route I. Mrs Mettle Mil-
ler. Rawl Owen McKenny. 902 Vine
Street,
•.
CONY ALESCENT DIVISION
Patients admitted beams May 114,
1145 te May 31. INS
Ebbw( Franklin Banks, 206 Wood-
lawn, Claude Clark Pans, Tennes-
see.
Patients discharged fres May 24,
liii I. May 31. 19116
Miss lithe! Bucy 504 South 8th
Street. W. Si. Turner. Route 3.
Walker Laughs, Superstitions;
• Pirates Down Phillies 5-2
By GEORGE C. LANcr- own
vri Sparta Writer
Harry Walker laughs at one of
baseball% °kiln supeptitions and
he's getting away with it
And If Harry the Hat thinks It
Mil help his Meeks* Pittatitanh
Pinnies, bell Juggle Mensal* mein
▪ Tuesday linen they entertain Phil-
adelphie Us mist of their 13th con-
secutive triumph.
-Never change • woman lineup'.
la the mums* male H.arry hes been
Mental/ with wrecAlem atiamen
Miring the Melees arnaning wreak.
and he aid k Ut vades Monday.
Pittaburgh rammed with a 5-2 vic-
tory over the Minna.
San Prancers) won Its fifth In a
• row. beating St Loui
e 4-1. Los An-
geles edged Oinoinnati 5-3 then
Ion 6-1. New York whipped the
Chicago Cubs 5-2 and the semen
Mane has called because of dime-
nsion alter nine luting' with the
some tied 3-11. and Hounium top-
pled tilbiwaultee 7-2 In other Ma-
Uonal League garnet.
In the Amerkwal League, Wadi-
maiton swept • doubleheader from
• 
KAIn11111.11 City 5-2 end 5-1 while
four other twin bilks sere milt.
New York best Detroit 3-1 then
lost 5-1. OWN° edged Cleveland
4-3 in 10 Innings before losenentry
the same score. Larg Anteing trim-
med Fenton 5-3 then kit 3-0 and
Minnesota banned Baltimore 6-0
then dropped a 5-4 decision. r
Manager Welker twi't playing hh
human china game for kicks The
switches 114 made primarily to remit
it Roberta) Clemente. nthe 
defending
National League batting champ. 
/110
la, Iii coneerve tee strength since
hes battle with malaria this winter.
Clemente Is hitting 500 in the
current Ann but Walker nested him
ldondsy On nip of that he moved
third beiverrain Hot Bailey ti left
Odd. Andre Rodgers nem short-
age, to third. Willie &Amen 
frorn
II& to right and inserted. G&W 'M-
RS at abort
Anorbs In Two
Don (heed.= tripled in two nets
and scored in • five-run expiation
In the pird innirep as the Pirates
•
10.111011111.1111111
.
• • 
- -
achieved then longing wino mg
streak la 21 years mid longen.
! the NL since Los Angles redid off
I 16 in 1962 'The Aden wee Owls
Etort 4-6 Don Dartheell was the
winner with i stet In= ?nu* Car-
ten and Al McMinn.
elairry Wins aide three beets to
up ti:# tots; to 30 12 games shawl
or has reined pore at ma when he
swiped 104, cionsosted the hila in
the cloublehaider and mingled in the
decisive rim In the opener but the
Reds managed to map • wiewarne
losing streak in the nightcap Joey
Jay hurled a three-hitter and Prank
Roteneon hammed arid singled foe
Cincinnati Wills eirstied with the
banes leaded in no ninth to win
the first game
Gas bet Perry allowed two Weiss
and • run in the first laming. then
*hurled no-Mt ball for 2-3 irintnits
for the Giants and Mtge hkeovey
stroked • two-run homer for the
decisive runs in tlw sixth The toes
was the fifth In • row for the vrorld
champion Cardinals Mt-Covey hos
provided the go-ahead runs in three
of the last fear games Curt Sim-
mons 3-6 was the item
it'eme Front Behind
Hob Brute yiekled es hits mid the
Houston &inns orbited for Mx runs
In the eighth inning to come from
behtnel and beat Tony Mellinger.
The &same ecinbined four walks,
two-run hue by Bon Anpromonite
and Ron Brand and • two-run on
ror by Joe Torre for then mad
productive inirdrat of the meant
Joe Morgan hamend in the feet
for Houston
Jim Hickman Mt a threenurt ho-
mer and a nin-prochroing single arid
Jack Fisher alsosted ante three hite
11/ the Mets beat the Cube in the
opener The Meta took a 3-2 teed
In the ninth inning nt the nightcap
when Ted Abernathy minted John-
ny Lewis with the beam loaded, but
the Mete Chunk Hiner cionenttted
a two-base error In the bottom of
the ninth and ki Baailey tangled
In the tying run Italy Williatns'
two-run limner in the eighth laid
Oed the count 2-2.
•
le •
Aft-CICI President George Meany, hands folded, has a word
with Rep. Frank Thompson, chairman of the House Labor
/Subcommittee holding hearings In Washington on the bill to
eliminate right-to-work laws, before testifying. You pleased
It, Meany Is against right-to-work laws.
Vaccine For
Measles Is
Available-
_
to county-health departments thro-
eghoutt the state to be used as part
of then_seeidar immuninnon pro-
gram).
'This type of measles live virus
-I 
vaccine, stitch requare only ems
' do.' for protection agarret red mess-
lets iRubeols, will be available thro-
ugh county penith departments for
FRANKroRT, 
Ky,
 _ .,A children one through six years of
age who have not had a history of
quantity of a newly developed mess- measin... Dr Teague said
lee hie virus vaccine is bean made
anulable for distribution to all co- The new vaccine was licensni by
unty health departments," announ- the Public Health Service in Pet-
ted Health Comninstoner Rueneli niers' 1104i and has been ender =i-
n Teague. Kentucky State Depart- , siderstaon for use by the Depart-
ment of Health, [ ment's Immundmation Committee
since Mai time This type of measles . Cindlli." •• ..... /4 20 546 4
Kentucky is cm of the first states .. live . ii., msherauhas .. 111 19 .535 6
measles, vine avialabie  "nal 
vaccine
mil. ed byI St Idols ....... 3$ 21 523 5the Contnittee to be sate and ef-
I femme and does not regime a nOSC ch7s0  
23 25 479 7
of esnua globulin to be given with Ph4IMIelPhilli *-- 3° 24 455 8
1
n
IL to prevent reactions   30 24 456 8
Pittsburgh ,  20 24 466 6
meancen.-in terms of occurrence. 'New York  17 a) 170 12
is die most prevalent cnikihood dl-
$1 occurs meet often between
the Agee of two and six, In an av-
erage year, four million children
In this county contract names,
tR thew. aborit 5 per cent of the
eases are med. but the matority.
however, will have • murreficent el-
nem lasting from 6 to 10 days 712e
frequency of corrgslicutions results
in over 400 d•Notis a sear in the
i 
United States. mostly among in-
fants and small children
i The treat serious carretradlon a
i
,
nen'
PACE THREE
116111Serg= I •
Jimmy Clark Opens
4, A New Era In Auto
Racing Yesterday
STANDINGS
.tmerlcan League
W. 1., Pet. GB
27 15 643 --
27 16 628 '7
Det rot t . 25 19 .558 3
. Dattnnore 25 21 .$62 4
Ckeelazid 21 20 513 Me
Ins Anaeles 24 24 500 I
21 21 500 6
New York 19 26 .422 917
Wanniimon 20 28 417 10
Kansas City 10 29 .256 1517
Monday's Resells.
Washington 5 Kansa City 2, let 4
Washington 5 Kansas City I, 2nd ,
Nes 'ior I Detroit 1 1st
Detroit 5 New York I 2nd
Chicago 4 Cleveland 3 1st, 10 Inn-
ings
Cleveland 4 Chicago 3 2nd
Los Angeles 5 Boston 3 lig
Boston 3 Las Angeles 0 and
 Minnesota 6 Baltimore 0 It
Baltimore 5 Minna 4 2nd
Tuesdays Probable Pitchers
Los Angeles at Bohm' - Brunet
2-2 vs. Morehead 4-3,
tOnly game schedulah-
Wednesday's Oases'
Detroit at New York, ten-light
Chicago at Cleveland. night
Bakimore at Kansas City. night
Washington at Los Angeles 2, nen
night
Bonin it Minnesota, night
to make
.4
CHIUMIN KILLID-Mrs. Ann
Le/nand, 26, looks distraught
to Springfield. -Maas, after
being charged with stran-
gling her five children with
a towel. The dead are Eric
Jr., 6; Howard, 5; Debbie, 4;
Craig. I. and Norman, 1.
15
measles is covenantees I intiningitiOn
of the beam. which Is estimated to;
occur once in 1.000 cases and which I
• cause mental cripplerer se w'
as death R can Mime • child ment-
ally damaged for life Other verbs,
amoclisted effects include pneumon-
ia which 11101:Ounts for 9 of 10 meas-
les death". dewinema. middle ear
infection. and the. reesenvtion of
arrested tuberoulcers
WNW
-
Y.- K. A•41J., s • C..1
;\Lk A.4;1
1,s" -
?is
Nalided Lessee
-.If. L. Pet, GS
Las Angelis so 17 690 -
Ban enindice 26 30 565 3
alkl/allr. /RSV Its
Pittsburgh 5 Phiedelphia 2
New York 5 Minim 2. 1st
New Yore 3 Chicano 3e 2, ailed
Rh nuttiness
Les Angeles 4 Cincinnati 3. let
Clnorinsti 6 Lee Angeles 1 bid
Salt Prenceno 4 St Leon 1
Houston 7 Milwaukee 2. night.
Tuesdays Probable Pitchers
Nes York ILL Chicago - apsho
4-5 vs. Buhl 5-3,
St Louts at San Manche° - Se-
deckt 1-4 Ye Marichel 7-4
Pheadelphda at Pittsburgh night
-Mahaffey 2-3 ye ramie 4-2
mihnolitee at Bouillon. night -
Lealaster 2-5 is Pewee 4-3
Only game scheduled)
Wegaeseay's Games
New Teat at Otikago
PhiladMphis, MFiststangh night
San Pea:whim at Maikratgare. night
Los Angeles at St Louie. night
THAT JACKIE LETTER-This is the short letter 
Jackie Kennedy wrote to Mrs Lyndon John-
son in 1960. which a former Democratic campaign aide 
withdrew from auction to New
,,,,york at Lady Bird's request. It would have brought $
1,000, accorditig to guesstimates.
ORBIT CHANGES-Here are the three orbits during which astronauts James McDivitt and
Edward White will alter their course on the Gemini-4 space flight scheduled for June 3.
The space walk-White will neve the capsule If conditions are suitable-la set foe the
second orbit. Hien float along, tethered to the capsule, at 17,400 idphs
On.
a'
By ED SAINSBURY
UPI Seen* Writer
INDIANAPOLIS Ind. tre -
SnAnnd's Jimmy Clark opened the
&or wide for a new nee in auto
racing with he record - breaking
het try in tin 49th 500-mute rune
Clark Monday became the first
foreign driver to win the newt
:peed chase since Dario Resta in
1916 and the first to win in a fore-
ign-budt oar since Wilbur Shaw
did It in a Masersta in 1940.
But more important. Olaries tri-
umph was the first ever at In-
dianapolis for a rear-engine oar.
And ha rnechine was powered by a
Ford motor. breaking a monopoly
of victory on the orange held by
Offenhauser ernes since 1947.
The win for the new trend was
almost predictable. since 27 of the
35 starters acre rear engine and
only four of the dependabes road-
sters powered by Offenbauser made
the fleki. Two finished.
Clark stood off every challenge
to win a blistering- record spree! of
150.6116 miles per hour. -breaking the
mark set a year ago at 147.360 hY
A. J Pot
Forced Mechanical Errors
Mart 's control of the ram lead-
ing for 190 of Is 200 law was so
brutal that he forced his comsa-
t/3lb /no mectiancel prolusions try-
ing to keep op
That was Post's fate A two-time
winner and the defending cham-
pion he was the arty other pad
In lead the race, for 10 laps And
so long as ha car bested, 116 laps,
he kept the crowd of more thin
300.000 on thetr mac
He tinned Clarit by one tninuta,
one lap until the load behaine too
great for his motor ft blew Up.
and Poyt was U.
Particle Jones. Mei in derdention
until that polar couldn't pen
ground thereafter on che RAM
Scotanan and wound up 'Meted.
seek rookie Mario Andretti a na-
tive of Italy. took nerd, Hiatt also
broke Poets old record, Jones with
14630(1 and Andretta with 146 121
The race was the sasfeet in mod-
ern Speedway Maori with the Yel-
low ''slowdown" light on for only 13
minutes Theme awry five spins but
only Bud Tingelbead ha the wall,
nil he waited away unscathed.
C. For Peed
The was undobutelely meant that
Is future mom the buildess all go
he snore Pond enrInfIll sense algid
el the 17 which emceed neighed like
nice. and Toed motors were in the
first four spota
There were 10 Oflenhausers Is
the starting field and three !Inton-
ed. two in roarbiters. one In a rear
engine rnectikie
The outcome also indloatad 000-
year would onnUmue and Orchid,'
Its riming tire Altona so
cng/ Pirestane. Mons is the
Speedway field tor rnare46eers TIM
first Mx cars in the race used Pier-
▪ but two of the 12 stenos
with °anaemia's& finished, and nine
of the 21 with Hisegena
A Goodyear spokesman said. how-
ever. Fort reported he could Wee
Pone MI the was on hes Occellyeare
and Al Unser one of the cam dig
used 
at the firileher. said he
up less then hail Pus treed
running 
The scorching at ocre full r
blame for the mechanical break-
downe`diew weather ass perfect for
driven., and rimoheies. a 73-deithe
tempeniture and Iktit breezes But
orgy 11 of the 33 shiners were run-
ning at the finieti and two or three
of those cars sounded Wok "
Fear Covered Distance
Only four care went the full 503
miles. Clark. Moen Andretta and
foureh pace winner Al Maine wham
speed was 10661 The °thee seven
were Mewed. five mirages alter
cant Mussed. and then final mei-
don depended opon their mileage
covered.
In the unofficial finish they were
Gordon Johncock. Mkkey Rupp. Dan
Brendson, Bobby Jahns. Al Unser,
Skean Johnson. and Len Sutton
Olark's win was expected to pin
off wan next $175.000 in prize mon-
' ey since he ent 1138.500 in bp pale
, money. at $160 for each imp he set
Ow pace, The poise daltributetn Mel
be made taneght welt the'' puree
expected to be stout 1660,000.
R ens • tremendous "eatery for
4MOUNT OF MONEY...
fdritinued From Page 11
Mining, partnerships and oarpara-
tions as eel as certain government-
al and Interbank depoeita.
Ilse amount in savings amounts.
018.153,000. was well over the prev-
ious tidal of 113.714.000
Notessionhy in the trend toward
more money in circulation is te
extent to Meth of Oak larger
those of no denomination and
lip have come into ntare general
use They bays gained hi number
!much mere nnylent Mari have theernedier Mlle, •••••••.1
Clark, in the race ft the third.
time, In rit fus: snri.. in 19E3, he
linished only 33 &mond, behind
Jcnei as orhe- car nwrins mm-
penned Jon-a iticokl have been
'nand off because of on leaking
form he oar. Lest yea Clark was
leading attar 47 kepi Mimi tire pro-
blems caused a susperwion failure
and his rear wheel oallapsed.
-. Merit, 29 won the soared driving
championship in 19413 and in 1964
set both one and four lap qualify-
ing deed records here This year
he was the second fastest qualifier.
behind Foyt, with a 160.729 speed.
SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"Where You Get The Bost"
FREE
PICK-UP Se DELIVERY
753-1E13
206 N. Fourth St.
"MARE EVERY GRAVE"
1464)
Builders of Fine Memorials
Murray Marble
Works
111 Maple St 753-2512
Peeler - Manager
Says:
It's a real
GASSER'.
WHAT?
the 19.95 -
FREE
Teflon
.Grlddle
with each
Tappan
Range
$149•Mup
Office In
Calloway County
Railroad Avenue
Phone 753-1823
I 
ROCERS GLASS COMPANY
Glen Rogers, Owner
"PUTTING UP A GOOD MONT IS GOOD BUSINESS"
Store Fronts - Resie-nees - Mirrors_ -Aluminum Trim
Matileld Road Near 5 Points **-Phone 753-5765
Cook's Jewelry I
Wahiawa 319 MAIN MEET ut:=7,t„I
MURRAY DRAPERY HOUSE
"MILLS' WE REPRESENT THE BEST!"
Riverdale - Waverly - ,RlehloOm
1240 namnles to Choose From
753-5724 Maxine Pool, Owner 751-4429
104 No, 13th Street
* SHIRLEY FLORIST *
"SEND A GIFT OFdPIA/WERN"
Air-Conditioned Greenhouse . • We Wire Flowers
500 N 4th Street Phone 753-3251
Need Money for Operating Expenses?
GET IT
from your PCA1
Use a PCA loin to buy feed, seed, fertilizer. ..to meet oth-
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advan-
• tense that come from 30 years of experience:
u Law lehirest Ces4 ...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convesokus. Torms...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
•Pors000l Sorview.v.PCA is owned by the people who use
It. .. your loan makes you a member-owner.
There tre other benefits--reasons why more than a half.
inialiner people Look to PCA for money to meet expenses.
PCA LOANS
Production Credit Assn.
307 N. 4th St Phone 753-5602
Rem Keel - Office nfanAger
Dep••nrInble Form Credit
',
•
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TUESDAY - JUNE 1, 1965
vlaignmEry by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING A$Y. law."oagoiddation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Items, sad The
runes !Senile Octooer 20 133L -Sao the West Kentuckian. Januar%I. 1942.
JAMES C WILL/ARM, PUBLISHER
We reserve the runt to reject aRy Advernsinsi, Letters to the Unto( iE Public Voice items wtocia in our opinion, are not for the best in-rarest of our readers
N ATION AL REPRENTATIVES. WALLA= wits= b0.. 1800Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn., Time at Line Bldg.. Raw York. N.Y...telphisisou Bldg., Detroit, Mich
'Est 71.14e4Ds
I he .4 I manac
By I Mied Preis lataimatierul
1 The moon is approactimg its first
192 day of ism with 211I to *Dm
tTociay i.Toesdny. June'1 Ult. 
Important
tailored at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, tor transmission es 1 quarterSweat Clans Matter 1 The tnornuig star a Return. WI DLL' OS SALITII! The eyelang ...star is Nara. • BPI Slime WM*
ittlISCRIPTION RATES By Carr.er in Murray, par as 20e. par i ygorrasoc optasor arighien, Young PIM YORK WO - Pew sciences
.osoth lisr it Calloway and acliouUng counties. Per -'t. "-$41. "..- i was bon. on. thu day in mi. awl mire etrectry with humanebere. $9.01) On this day in history: bealth • than Mot of inenunoLary.In Alt President Jruneb SiLipison and It r# of sag potential value toadneed Cougteis trait a aecond war people WM the smence has found with Britain was Inevitable at possibie to ths art "inununolisr.-In RNA the siesta was abolished cal parabola"
1 in Masco - Bush a meaty's; wawa when bate' ha MM. Marks de Gaunt. was Obernietry meets up with a them-named premier of Prance ICA: :mauler from the cutout --In MK the Supreme Court lo...r- an antigen" - and hula to pro-, prayers and Bible reading in duce the sPerthc Annbocian whichnerds public whoon. amid make the intender harmless.
I Any outeide substance capable of' A thot4ht for the day Ogden attaudaudit plNadUctiOn IS
"Tail Onaatamaisig Civic Aiwa of • Cossiewatly is Mr
lamegrary of Ma Neolopegror
TUESDAY - JUNE I, 1965
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRE-.... INTERNATIONAL
-- WASHINGTON - - Luci Baines Johnson, who graduates
Rom -There are tWo golds
of peopm who brew from high sChSchooltoclaT. saying she is thankful her final lure ware. ork lurid 
through life 
II gra_
Ogren. ludil the other kind 14 gee- i
sabres
PROCLAMATION
WRITtE•:- n, : n-.a of our
Irrenple anti the health Limi of all
peop.e Cirn be assured only by the
atellIkahlkte of a bal.roced dW and
WHIIREAR, • L....mentors of that
Mit Mach -the pito flap
Year. Ime helped our children lb
gew more vigorous. our wing
adults to envy much Oilier. and a
lame proca,Ttien of uot gielapie to
attain a physical condition once at-
tained to tell few: and
ahlrri.PcfAlilu 
. 
tl offers our striae cat-
1101/11S. Ott lend nest-
mem' thew oast sad Most - wow-
weal source of the vital mineral.
aileata_: offers protein the duel
Mt woos. otters in short. a rode
roles of numuesto togioduests.'to
stringialin, all awe wawa. and
WIREIREAS. by producing .nult.
• mermints foe about 14. of
Me total f moan, dairymen
Owe all fifty awes prorade an isa-
portarn Ana as the eloptLat pr
"Pk 110110Salli btaith.
be Milbh thee milWrifisitge the lut
rem t bet t)he surserti, of a Isnot.
coaaot 'weed the strength of. Its
ricile' -DISAMSRNOW. . 1. Robert
o kg11:ez Julge of 011isyOMO.
Ky do mobilo the opentat of
June. 12101 =
And do 
1:0111R, 
a 
11111314
li our
fi man aMA and other MN,
• and do. urge a,tve sad1601-
owe seasololiteat eseepEedle
thet seel58wallE1 • II ' OMR sod DI
prIvate lie ordw that Vie et. viz-
joy asprevee Health sag. I. -revel
pernperw V
To .as wow* 1 Wu peas.
unto 1st any hand wad 'awe/ Mr
Seal of canoe's) Oautiv Ky
anlited this zr day of Mae in the
year Nis.
Immunology
sialloitte BM SIN Do he-
deIosut Ow* Ore yeas *ter all
he nap were *Mots* with usageilli-
I
sena theensime - dapiao
psseuelaicua -- la anacrants Igo time-
s knows -MOM dose far' sum
The learee Aback hod reooved-oo
endows= to taunter :111..r
logwal parstrais ore all &lord at
anse by much • -4020loole.-
COIN
Collectors'
Corner
By ROBERT SVENSSON
(11174IR Ii islit•r.TON
ON (ill) if ovaa-
tw Lasted sum, .
ti -ryone awes. Lynes the likeness
the rather of our country. a
WaAh restart denied Clounte.
Pat atO Ws misty faits we wife
that mmaliar Miebamton sown;
re U El Was, On We of or calm
-4-4'te 5.55W.
This it Illoolne. T. Washroom.
the groat negro oducrlor
tgla tOshmr _ 1
Two U colds Ivo« ins no I
ortderr-- -ewe been 14,211Cik the
' 8 MN • te.-1 the• RAW, be a
• -A
SPACE W AWE.- A stronau, Edward H. Mitts U. who Mscheduled to hmve the Oemln1-4 spun caw,* and float -
along la space for 16'Mb:odes or be.- it'1",4N3 any. e-
1.•  I • a.,- • •^
•••••-•
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEh YOU
TRADE WITH
41) PARKER MOTORS
'Lama 14273 Murray, K.,
LARGE VOLL,YI - LOW PROF11
"Servies r Bosinees"
IT WILL PAY YOU ID AM Of Ole A NEW OR USED (.ASH
••••
•
•_.
einiuns are over
"1 Was so happy and thrilled to get over them, I was nearly
out of my mind"
WASHINGTON Hm:se Republican Lender Gerald Ford.
Mich . ntrUng that GOP National •Chairman Ray Bliss helped
prepare a report In 1961 on the party's •ltlesperate situation"
in the nation's ettles•
"I think it is time to WC, this report off the ahelveg. dtt
it off and begin following its advice."
- - -
CHICAGO - Howard Pyle. president ul the .Natriotial
Safety Council. ing that incompetent driving was a major
cause of the holiday weekend's record h rithwa•eath
' In report after revart on highway traffii dattlise over
this weekend. mistakes IT, driving judgment stood
major problem "
• : • i
SELMA - The Rev L L Anderson vowing
ar
. ett ' 4l. rt
rally to • WI the skreett" of 644=14:tial artkt 1flfRINSIII*1 ,
ip Int410
' We're dotng to take Our ' 'into the street
and pro "-a•-rr _inc.. )tatT- -,-..ir.h n. the street."
Out as the
at ja Nero
trodden-
Ten Years Ago Toda
UUNLSIER a 22111114.1 ILL. 
'
•
Maurice Crawa...fr . preaMent of -the .161urnay Junior C.
bar of Commerce. Ls plot ired as he pweeints plaques Mi
whiner, Don Collins of Murray Training School:and sec
plice winner. Brooks DunZ'ar, of Altno 1Iigi School", the
--Teen-Age Rodeo
A large delegation of Mgrrayaus alteadoci the Happy
Valley InStrict fish fry yeslatday ki S-111) p.m. on the Boy
Scout Reservation On Jonlithat. Creek Chairman Verne Kyle
presided over the informal seSalof. '
Mr. add MM. Mahlo/1 Trillion and sons, Charles tbrid Dee*
are spending their vacation in North Carolina Oitort;la, and
enroute home will tlistl ie Great smoifY
The Creattee Arts IMportnient of the Murray Woman'sClub held open house at the club house with the hobbies of
the members and work the group has made from the lemons
given them at the various Meetings this past club year
- - -
it
•
..1
er
ellAlf01. 01 pt ide to LAY (..koft-C1 ono-
W. of our nation Mactila h., e Oen:
crock donut-Ms reern Arnersoare.
hew are not .4.11 111./. it III
4 rare ching kg, r-1-40t1 to
• - in t,31J. 4i*ae cone.
7. • r,.....„_,'11111• C111.:4 are not.kmilrel Hid OW it serwli
tiug.ti,r; 5'. roMilbeitior541%.
041'A 1.11.0,11:,.lartrApped ir,
ouallitity elluggria*Masiar apses
The two cui..1sc1Kivilx nnkroomp are
'ha. Ekittr-r- 'Warut/1h ltair
O rlar sat thr: Vrestiaireut-Osever
Half
Ilneher 1, Weilibegtaa
r
ifl 1.10•1 14. V ('•" 01. .11 Voginaa.
Sri id • 101.1111x, shave
10••• eqM etbmisted Iwo anawasead
.rn nag* scimai Mat, ma to be-
Vag.
'
_
lit injeclael. Uni eassmata of it
Into itowees-old miss attar OW
boa bees mowed nab a wil'-
at a oscura white swim Miro-
Alithernellre In relstned
large earwigs causes imainapiqpiol
1046213010.
An saw, asessease al mace ins the
' -
Black Limousine; No When the "keg. "Id 
Brakes; Nine Hit 
given • tscket tor p & ,red
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sat antigen Vaisies Are Si are bar-
tons. :Mot is why peas* as a rule
JILIN. any viral or bectenai illseruse
OnCe The sesand tune the
azWgessa, come around their anti-
bodies are present to rebuff them.
AM Caass Aliergies
Antlit.r.. al.., are ''he causet of
an-re.r, SooTe pe..dIe arc eniireiy
lmnranie t0, an'igens to which ober
wools are Wanly ailergaw AU tans
is the meat of uunionoloid ilftictbe
schentistr bate long ktorin the re-
laurel) ;err elenualle of an anti-
gen mooted tato so animal-WIZ
aurally:se, its immunological clean-
*try So &nobodies are probated
to make It lanname to the aritigen.
liturainakerist Marcus 8 Brooks
of the laireacbuseus Institute of
Tehrology countered this paraly..-
IS A Sal lib.t will seem a dengue and
dangerous weapon -- ccittWood
list U "Ported with suly aniakiag
eff.mencs
Colon bacteria produce withal
thetnwatves a pawn watch .s re-
leased as they" dearidgrate This 
_LA-greatly enhances the 11171011411111111 of -
TWIN.some tuctettai &beasts poison
is an 'endoto.“-t- and ors- S D.
pon was the polies • but ICf.pers.w.nt bee.' rail enemy et portet.
ematuoneber tyriena ALA
ScMire Lad
Aiw
MISS.
$1,000
$2.000 $3/00 $4,030
$3.515. UP Mt
0,126, UP TS
$3,250. UP 4%
83.248. UP I%
$3,139, UP 4%
$3,115, UP 10%
$3,092, UP 4%
SUM, UP 4%
DAM, UP 3%
$2,922. LP 4%
UAW. UP 6%
$2.733, UP 6%
$2.614, UP 3%
52,623, UP 4'4
$2,602, UP 6%
52.515, UP 4%
$2,591, UP 3%
$2,579, UP 4%
$2 57$, UP 5%
$2.529, UP 4% ,
$7,492. UP 5%
52,479, UP 3%
$2,475, UP 1%
$2.377. UP 2%
$2370, UP 2%
$2.343, UP 4%
$2,311, UP 2%
$2,302, SAME
$2,253, LIP 6%
$2,224, LIP 7%
$2,211, UP 1%
$2,153, DOWN IS
$2,175, UP 1%
$2,174, UP 1%
$2,144, UP 5%
$2,130, UP 7%
$2,095, UP 5°.
$2,012, UP -.
52.012, SAME
$2,010. UP 2%
$1,962, UP 6'.
$1,913, IP 6'.
$1,100. LIP Ole
$11164, UP 5%
$1,152. UP 7%
$1.132, DOWN 7%
• Still, UP 2%
$1,77/, UP 6%
• $1,6CC, UP 5%
• $1,633 UP 4%
'$1,464, UP 4%
P1111 CAPITA INCOME-Here Li now the states 11no t In percapita income for 1964, with the District of C.Ariumbia lead-IPer the nation as a v-hc le it fur area at $2.960, up 4 t.tecent from 1963 Only two states '1.0pped, Montana sodBooth Dakota. Figures trout UK Departmeat of Commairer...
- •
I SEW YORK UPI - The air wear
'noses Square Tbunday hong Wavy
It as, hot -about 90 deerees-and
humid di the dee* Meet hanousine
crown tc.....ed the meow al 44th
Suva and Ince/Sway. .
It was west site( 5:30 Weillowelay
man Doan Mkti Mews the ow-
aft was &taw to we on nada Mt
Own as 'Melia hoar/ Wei "'OM&
en Boy,"
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WITH SIMMS a a fiat filled
sith illustrations desorib-
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:rd Vic t , hie0IN 001.1.nCY-.
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, tea.
11":04er Ii. tasaAet.a.rIt in lailarti
turned ',a si.• third ha.. rar
Ruddy rf :alit in the ,line•
of a terwirietist nautalla,hr
La., ii his Reltirliore- OnTies
ill • to. Angeles Angels
H obonarrn named ill 'tom-% Ira ihe7
Oriolea benrioke 01 a Woken ,inent,
mitt a n.nctied teisimi in his righ•
IlheUrtItir
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AGRICULTURE IS NATION'S . ahrot
LARGEST INT, "'4TRY
Agriculture a the r .1 We largest
Industry It enabler) , 12 times as
many pa vie as the ate ill industry
Agractiture uses m_.e steel In a '
year than n used In year's out-
put of passenger c 1: uses may
rubber each year thin is required '
to, -alw," six automobiles
In if 64. about one2exth of our
Wtal farm producaon was &K AM
of 1111 ..ie export market Total vo-
lume tie.,1Aktout $6.1 billion.
\ 1' car Jr. market in MN
r"-:-v ie.'. 't:t1:: for 4p.3x1111 Ate-
Y'T'. RECORD
MCN tr. CAW. Wotan) PPL --
r".!ea irt of EN:itirei set an
unofficial record for one lop • in
Momicris "round the houses' grand
prix olicuit with • clochuig of one
nt.cute 339 ..,&-onel 75.975 mph
Friday in :ale grand prix prepar-
ations
FOR CORRECT
TIME aid
TEMPERATM
DAY OR NIGHT
751,EP
PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, lbentuilly
BARRETT'S
United 8:ates
Susie's Cafe
* CHOICE STEAMS
* ISIZLAK I. AST
OPEN
SUNDAYS
National Hotel Bldg,
Murray. Ky.
TIRE SERVICE
WHAT'S SO SOOPER -HOOPER ABOUT COQPER.
1109 Chestnut 
4.001D,A 9,111
For Wall-to-Wall Beauty
Glotsonette
1 11112•1311111D 111E1Eur VINYL }MOORES°
3.1", GOOD/VE.1M
ca. $3.95 ••• ••
.
bial•-•••••• ...bah., ileantt sem* wad*
doefto sew. WARP Mot
Bucy-Parker
LUMBER COMPANY
SEsith 4th Street Phone 7 33-57 1 2
ORDER
ASULAND
FEEL OIL
NOW• • •
AT LOWEST SUMMER PRICE
NO PAYMENT UNTIL FALL!
By filling your tank now you can take
advantage of the summer's lowest
fuel oil price. And payment can be
deferred until October 1, or you can
rise Ashland Oil's Fuel Oil Budget
Plan which provides for nine equal
monthly payments from September
to May. There's no interest .'no
Gael/mg charge.
Order now. Save money. With Ash-
land Fuel Oil you can be assured that
with the first unseasonably cold spell
your home will have cleart, safe,
reliable, even heat.,
Call your nearby Ashland Oil distritritor for his special summer fill delivery service.
ASHLAND 011.1/ REFINING COMPANY
Old Contort ...Rood & ILK. Avenue
, Murray, Ky. l'innie 753-5421
el
•
•
•
•
_
•
•
s. eat. sleep
JUNE 1, 1965
t's
of United Stain
's Cafe
STEAKS
WANT
N
)AYS
[CACI Bldg.
Y. KY
• -I •
4
.,•
•
4
S.
Clark, in the race fer the third
time. In liL fuec son-g. in 1963, he
linished only 33 agronds betur.d
Jones as lathe- car nwro:s corn-
plain.4 Jon,s, shcold have been
tinged oft because la oil lea-kin
form his car. laist yea.. Clark was
leading after 47 'Minnleipi tire pro-
blems caused • suspension fa-:lure
and his rear wheel collapsed.
Clark. M. won the world driving
chempionstup in 11163 and in 1964
set both one and four bp qualify-
ing speed records hare This year
he was the second fastest qualifier.
behind Poyt. with a 160 729 speed.
SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"Where Yee Get The Best"
FREE
PICK-UP & DELIVERY
753-1E13
208 N. Fourth St.
"MARK EVERY GRAVE"
C 1660
Builders of Fine Memorials
Murray Marble
Works
III Maple St 753-2512
Fertar Whit. - Manager
Says:
It's a real
GASSER
WHAT?
the 19.95
FREE
Teflon
Griddle
with each
Tappan
Range
P$149 .95 up
Office In
Calloway County
Railroad Avenue
Phone 753-1823
I RO-GERS GLASS COMPANY
Glen Rogers, Owner
"PUTTING UP A GOOD FRONT IS GOOD BUSINESS"
Stem Freak - Reski•ners - Mirrors - Aluminum Trigs
Mayfield Road Near 5 Points Phone 753-5785
Cook's Jewelry
r's•:. 3P MAIN SUM Oi=rdvKIng 
•
e
MURRAY DRAPERY HOUSE
"MILLS? WE REPRESENT THE REST!"
Riverdale - Waverly • HIchloom
1800 Samples to Choose From
753-5726 Maxine Pool, Owner 711-4-429
104 No. 13th Street
* SHIRLEY FLORIST *
"SEND A GIFT OF 'LOWERS"
Air-Coodltioned Greenhouse . • We Wire Plower.
500 N 4th Street Phone 753-3251
Need Money for Operating Expenses?
GET IT
from your PCAI
Use s PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer. ..to meet oth-
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advan-
tages that come from 30 years of experience:
n Lew leierarit.east... rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Coav•stee• Terms ... repayment ia scheduled when you
tell crops or livestock and have the money.
Perille11111 Service PCA is owned by the people who use
it ... your loan makes you • member-owner.
There ere other benefits--reasoni'why more than A half-
million people look to PGA for money to meet expense&
PCA LOANS
Production Creditiftssn.
301 N. 4th Bt, Phone 753-5602
Kers eel - Office Manager
PCA 30 11 oar. of Dependable, Farm Credit
Irr
I
•
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TN? LEDGER
re
TI-MES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PACE THREE
Three Ex-Dodgers Compound
Medicine Hodges Likes To Take
By GEORGE C. LANGFORD
tel Sports Writer
A irk) of ex-Dodgers have con-
cocted the kind at medicine Gil
Badges would like to take every day.
Ille prescription Pete Richert av-
ailed Menday was the first complete
Victory for a Washington *-
thee this season. and if that (ain't
perk tip the Senators ailing newt-
on r Ken McMullen provided a de-
cisive home rim and-gisat Pena
Hoe aid contributed a garne-eaving
cast
The Immediate result of those
doses was a doubleheadee sweep for
the Senators 5-2 and 5-1 over Kan-
sas City and a broad grin from
Manager Hodges, who was confined
to bed suffering from • virus infec-
t ton.
-111 take a hundred games worth
of that stun," Hedges wished oul
loud,
Only AL Sweep
The Senators were the only Amer-
ican League team to win a double-
header, but several other first-aid
cases were feeting much improved
alter the Memorial Day action
New Tart stepped Detroit 3-1 be-
hind Whitin Ford then lost 5-1 as
the Tigers welcomed Met Manager
CharLe Drawn with • win Dennis
Bennett won Ms first AL game for
Holston. 3-0 over Ins Angelee, alter
the Angels had triumphed 5-3 be-
hind Dean Chance. Own Howens
liomered in the ninth tp give Haiti-
trine • 5-4 decision one- league-
leading Minnesota folowirg the
Twins 6-0 victory and Chicago clip-
ped Cleveland 4-3 in 10 before los-
ing M the some sten,
In the National League. Pith-
burgh won Ile 11th streight defeat-
ing Philadelphia 5-2. San Prancisoo
beat St Louis 4-1 for Its fifth
itraght Loa Angeles edged Cin-
cinnati 4-3. then lost 6-1 New Yoe*
whipped the Chicago Cubs 5-3 and
the second game was ceded because
of clarknees after rine Anne's with
tetbasiare tied 3-2, and Houston
Ifor the pace-setting Twins and Zol-
' Versalles and Jim Hall honeyed
!
Off Robin Roberta, who lo
Sixth straight. 
st hb
Throws Five-Hitler
, Joe Sperms pitched a five-hitter
1 in celebration of Dreaseees return
lin uniform for the first time since
suffering a heart attack March 8,
and the Tigers kayoed rookie south-
paw Gil Blanco of the Yankees
with a four-run first inning. Ford
survived a rocky first inning. then
allowed only three hits over the
next Neven innings in the opener.
Vic Dav1bllo scored an the way
trona lase on pitcher Bruce
•Honebt's thsessing error in the nin-
th for Cleveland e nightcap t ri-
Mali.. Luis Thine tagged for •
two-run homer by Floyd Robinson,
wee the winner. Don Buiford won
the opener for renever Ed Fisher
with a 10th inning home run. Max
Albs drove in all the Indian tal-
lies with a three-rim bleat.
Bennett. plagued by shoutder tro-
bk. sorted 5 1-3 dinners and allow-
ed only three hits In his beet effort
at the meson far the Red Sox. Dick
1Rattatz hurled 3 2-3 hitless innings
to preserve the wln.• Bob Lee post-
ed hie 11th stave in relief in the
opener. Jose Cardenal and Willie
Smith hit homers for the Angels
and Lee Thomas connected for Bos-
ton,
Hospital Report
I. snits ued I nun Page I
Tennessee, Mrs Frank Cole, and
baby girl Cole. Route 2, Hazel:
Mrs Bobby Wilson baby girl Wil-
son Route 1 Beknount . Mr Ernest
Lee Route I. Dexter aspired, . Met.
rue Garland. Mote 2. Golden Pone.
Mrs 0 L Jamb. 706 Eina Street.
Mrs K W MR Route 1. Buchan-
an Tenneseee. Mrs. Homer Wil-
i
llams 315 N 5th Street, Mrs Lee
Mathis. Route 1, Akio. Mrs Roger
toppled Mliwaukee 7-3 in the anly William Route S. Murray. Mrs.
night tame Carl Doody. Route 1. Guy am-
Three Scanlon Homer mons Box 542, Mrs Dilly Waldrop.
sonkman. Jun Kane and Don
Lynnvie hit tome runs for the I, Akno. sirs,
lle 
Mrs..knsIibrtUen
. el Stake. Route
. and
alinenr" In "143Pnnt OfR•nnentl baby boy 301 N 1 ;tree: Claude
iltalreeet Plichtnif One 01 the tea Thorn Aemo /therm. Alma: Larry
was • hnine run In' Bent Cemnsh" Oita en. 1503 Chestnut, Mrs Irene
eras 13160° Seen% 3-4. *11" are* Tonne 308 N eth Street: Max 
Cane
out 11 to heotto Innings, was the Lovett. Route 1. Mrs Meter Mil-
ler. Haste Owen McKenny. eta Vine
McMullen broke a 2-2 tee with street.
• info-run tent in the fifth Onhing _-
all the opener for Wantenettal. than CONVAI Inie:ENT DIVISION
Howard robbed Ken Herrehon at psalm*• aehatige her May $4,
a gmro-dwirs home run in the Kai ea Val Me 19118 •
inning -ending catch Howie KoPlits Robert Praiddin Bantu. nie 
Wood-
won ha second rine being renslied lawn; Claude Clint Parts, Tenneco
horn the minors 11 days ago Me- sea
Richert and Howard •11 Pathan, ellesharged from May 24,
were traded from the Dodgers to UM to May 31. 1905
Washiliglign hi winter. Miss Ethel Bury 504 
South lith
.110ei•Kaid taxied a three-hitter Street, W. M Turner, 
Route 3
Walker Laughs, Superstitions;
Pirates Down Phillies 5-2 •
Ry GEORGE C. LANGF- ORD
UPI Spans Writer
Harry Walker laughs at one of
bombed's oldest superstitions and
he's setting away lath it
And If Harry the Hat thinks It
will help hist *reeking Pittabilrgh
Pirates, MAI agiwie the lineup mein
Tuesday Mien they entertain Phil-
adelphia in quer of their 12th con-
snotty* triumph
'Never chance a winning lineup"
h tkw ender* ride Harry hoe been
bnaking with srarkiel•r shareInn
during the Pirate, imairanit *leak,
and he did it In spades Mnritiale
Pittaburgh reasoned with a 5-2 vic-
tory over the Philtre
San Prancer,' son its fifth in a
▪ new beating in Louie 4-1 Les An-
geles edged oincitipati 5-3 then
lost 6-1 New York whipped the
Chicago Cube; O-2 5 lei the second
game wee, called because of den-
tine alter nine Innings with the
RONZIt • tied 3-3 and Mastro taP-
pled Athisesuicee 7-2 in other Na-
tional 1 .esigi$e
In the American League. Wadh-
hatch- ewece a doubleheader from
• 
KAMM City 5-2 and 5-1 while
four ether twin bins s-ere split
New Yon best Detroit 3-1 then
Inet 3-1 Clnelegh edged 
Cleveland
4-3 in 10 innings before lowing by
the mune some. Lee Angeles trim-
med 13neton 5-3 thee kat 3-0 end
Minnesota blanked Baltimore 6-0
then dropped a 5-4
Manager Walker len -playky his
human clues swine for kicks The
switches are Trade primarily to rest
▪ Roberto Oletnente. the defending
National League hitting champ. itm
has to conserve lir strength since
his battle with malaria this sinter.
Cletnente Is hittirst 500 In the
current skein but Welter reseed him
Monday On tra, of that he moved
third beeernso Bch Bailey to lea
ISM Andre Rodgers from 
short-
'othird, Willie Stamen from
MIL to right and inserted Gene 
Al-
• 
•at short
Knocks Tn - Two
Dan Ciellidenun tripled In two 
runs
and scored in • five-nil) leg:MOM
in the third. losainge es tile 111111110
. • . . • . 1 • • • • • ri1.
--or--
achieved their longest. winning
streak • is 21 rears oral Ionian Mn
the NL More Log Angeles reeled off
1111 in 1982 The Actin ems Chris
Ebert 44 Don Cardwell was the
winner with relief from Frank Cre-
an and -Al Merman
Maury Wills bole three bans to
up ho total to 30 12 games ahead
at his record pace of IMO when he
swiped -10e. coned five hits in
the drubleheader and !deleted in the
dearlye eurt Mn the opener but the
Reds member' In sensap • Is-tramp
losing streak in the radetesp Joey
Jay hurled • three-hitter and Prank
Roblneon hotnered and singled for
CincissieU Wan skirled with the
been loaded in the ninth to win
the fine game.
Gaylord Perry slowed two Welke
and a run in the firm inning then
hurled no-hit ball for 8 2-3 innings
for die Giants and Willie Morovey
stroked a twer.hin homer for the
decisive runs II the sixth The keis
Wee the flfth In • tow for the world
charnpion Oartilnele McCovesy ho
provided the go-atteed runs in three
of the bast four games Curt Ben-
mank.),11 was the ken%
ek•-•
Cease Freya Rebind
Dab Brum yielded six hits and the
Houaton Astros orbited ,or mix runs
IS the eighth inning to onme from
behtnd and beat Tony Clonager.
The Aetna combined four' yealba,
two-run hit, by Dab Miparnonte
and Ron Brand and • two-run er-
ror by Jae Torre for the molt
productive inning of telt seseon.
Joe bonen hcenend in the flit
for Houston.
Jim Mennen hit a three-run ho-
mer and a run oproducing. sine* and
Jack Fisher bared orgy three hits
ell the Meta beat the Clubs lin
wither_ The Meta took a 3-1 lead
In the ninth Inning of the
Mien Ted Abernathy walked John-
ny Learn with the bases loaded. but
the Mete Chuck Haler committed
a two-basa earor Iris the bottom of
the math and * Bealley angled
In the tying run Billy WilliaMO
two-rem honer In the eighth had
Sled the count 2-2,
Aft-CIO President George Meany, bands folded, has • word
with Rep. Frank Thompson, chairman of the House Labor
Subcommittee bolding heal:Inge in Washington on the bill to
eliminate right-to-work laws, before testifying. You guessed
It, Meany Li againet right-ti-weitt
Vaccine For
Measles Is
Available
FRANKFORT, Ky. - "A sizable
quantity of • newly deveioped meas-
les live virus VECC111. is beeig mede
available tor distributeon to all co-
nvey health deparonents " announ-
ced Health Commbsioner Russell
Z Teague. Kentucky state Depart-
ment of Heath.
Kentucky a one of the firs states
to make measles vaccine availuble
CHIME/4 KILLID- Mra Ann
Lemond, 26, looks distraught
In Springfield, Maas, after
being charged with stran-
gling her five children with
• toweL The dead are Eric
Jr, 6; Howard, 5; Debbie, 4;
Craig, 2, and Norman..L
4
to county health departments thro-
ughout the state to be used as part
at theb reeuler Immunization pro-
grimes.
"This type of measles live Ann
vaccine, which requires only • one
dose for protection against red meas-
les i Rubella I will be available thro-
ugh county: health deparonents for
children one through six years of
age *ha have riot had a history of
ineasles." Dr Teeittle said
The new vaccine Wee licensed by
the Public Health Service in Feb-
ruary 1965 and has been under con-
aideration for use tyy the Depart-
oaten 's Immunization Committee
since Una:. Unite. This type of mailbag
live vines vaccine in, coneidered by
the Committee. to be sate arid ef-
fective and does tee nsquire a dose
of genuine triobubn to be riven with
0. to present reactions
Meanies. in terms of occurrence,
is the most prevalent cniiiirood di-
rase. It occurs mcet often between
the ages at two and its In an av-
erage year. four million children
In dun county contreet measles,
Of them, about 5 per cent of the
cases ere mad, but the mayarittr
however, will have • significent nit—
nay bating from 6 n 10 days. The
frequency of cornphco2xxx; results
in over WO deaths a year in the
United Suites. mostly amcrig In-
fants end small children
The mist serious complication of
measles it enoepheins iirelasnation
of die brain, whicti is stineteel to
occur once m 1.000 cages and wheal
can ca Lse mental crippling. as wog
as death It can leave a child ment-
ally damaged for We Other serangi
asenciaiten affects include pneumon-
ia which accounts for 9 at 10 mese-
les deletes deed'ner middle air
intention arid the re-asinithes of
arrested tuberoulores
•••• • ••••• • •
-
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Ban Francisco 26 30 .565
Ctricinnen,. 24 30 545
Milwaukee 21 19 .535
St Lou,'. 23 21 523
Houston23 25 479
Phaledelphoi 20 24 455 8
Chicago 20 24 456 8
Pittsburgh 20 34 .465 6
New York 17 29 370 13
{ . kiday'. amensPittsburgh 5 Phliaddphia 2New York 5 Chicago 2, lb
New Yore 3 Cheap° 3, and. ceded
9th, darkness
Us Angt lea 4 Othoinnett 3, lb
Cincinnati 6 Les Angers 1 aid
San FTWilde100 4 fit. Louis 1
Houston 7 Mtheauluse 2. nista
Tweedays Probable Theaters
New Yore at Chicago - Spates
4-6 en Buhl 5-3,
St Louis at San Francisoo - Ss-
dede 1-4 vs. Marichal 7-4
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. night
-Maheiffey 3-9 vs Vale 4-2
Milwaukee at Illesillen. night -
Liallester 2-5 vs Paine 4-2
t Only game scheduled I
Wedaerboos Gasses
New Tort at Chicago .
Phandsiphie, at Plambentle night
ilemiston at Cincinnati. nillibit
fan lenieseboo at Mareaskee. night
Los Angeles at St. Latta night
n. •
_
, •(2`••.,
›ic,441 ;f"-̀ )
.44-v.e.
,?pJ
•
_
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THAT JACKIE LETTER-This le the short 
letter Jackie Kennedy wrote to Mrs Lyndon John-
son in 196p. whirth a former Democratic campaign 
aide withdrew from auction In 'New
York at Lady Bird's request. It would hav• brought 
$1.000, according to guesstimate&
2ND ORBIT:
APOGEE 185 MILES
tfltiGEE 105 MILES
30TH 04641:
APOGEE 154 MILES
PERIGEE 108 MILES
°Ran CHANGES-Here are the these orbits during which astronauts James McDivitt
ledeord White will alter their course on the Gemini-4 space flight scheduled for June 3.
The space walk-White will leave the capsule if conditions are suitable-Is set for the
second orbit. He'll float itibfig, tethered to the capsule, at 17,400 mph,
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STANDINGS
s
I • ,
trnerIcan League
W. L. Pet. GB
ne. o_ :a 27 15 643
ce 2.7 16 628 •
Detroit ....... _ 25 19 568 3
Baltimore ..... 25 21 .543 4
Cleveland ...... 21 70 .512 5`e
Lab Angeles 24 24 500 6
Beat 21 21 500 6
New Yore „ 19 26 422 9'.
WAAL:icon 20 28 417 10
Kansas City le 29 .256 15'i
Monday's Result&
Washingten 5 Keepers City 2, Is
Washington 5 Kansas City 1. 2nd
'New York .1 Detr,:t 1 la
Detroit 5 Nee York 1 2nd
Chicago 4 Cleveland 3 1st, 10 inn-
- hags
Cleveland 4 Chicago 3 2nd
Les Angeles 5 Walton 3 let
Bastoa 3 Los Angeles 0 2nd
Minnesota 6 Baltimore 0 lat
Baltimore 5 Minnesota 4 2nd
Tuesdays Probable Pitchers
Loos Angeles at Beaton - Brunet
2-2 vs. Morehead 4-3.
(Only genie scheduled)
Wednesday's Games
Detroit at New York, twilight
Chkago at Cleveland. night
Baltimore at Kansas City. night
Washington at los Angeles 2. tiel-
night
Boston at Minnesota. night
National League
W. L. Pet, GB
Los Angeles 29 17 630 -
3
'Jimmy Clark Opens
New Era In Auto
Racing Yesterday
By ED SAlleSSURY
UPI Sports Writer
' INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. 711 -
Boat'and's Jimmy Clan opened the
dour wide for a new era In auto
racing with his record - breaking
victory in Inc 49th 500-mite rum.
Clark Monday became the first
foreign driver to win the clank
speed chase since Dario Resta in
1916 and the first to win in a fore-
ign-budk car since Wilbur Shaw
did it in • Mamma in 1940.
But more important.. Clark's tri-
umph was the first ever at In-
dianapobs for a rear-engine car.
And hie machine was powered by a
Ford motor, breaking a incinopoly
of victory on the course held by
Offerthauser engthes since 1947
The win for the new trend was
almost predictable. since 27 of the
35 starters were rear engene and
only four al the dependabie road-
sters powered by Offentruser made
the field. Two finished.
Clark stood off every challenge
to win a blistertng record speed of
150.6116 miles per hour. breaking the
mark set a year ago * 147 350 by
A. J Post
Forced Mechanical Errors
Clark's control of the rect. lead-
ing for 190 of Its 200 bps, was so
brutal that he forced Ms compel--
tore into inecterucel preheats try-
ing to keep up.
That wee Payt's fate A two-time
4 winner and line defending chins-
6 pion he was the ante other pact
g to lead the race. fcr 10 laps And
7 at king as his car lamed. 116 laps,
tie kept the crowd at mine thin
300,000 on their tom
He trailed Clan by one minute,
one lap until the load became too
ereat for hr motor It bias' up.
end Foyt wee ata.
Parneth Jonas. are in oanterdan
until that point, couldn't 5i
ground thereafter on the flying
Scotsmen and snund up second,
agile rookie Mario Aricketti, a na-
tive at Italy. took tient Both also
broke Poet's old record. Jones with
149 300 and Andreae anti 140 121
The race was the niter in mod-
ern Speedway hithary with the yel-
low "slowdown- ligst an for only 13
minutes There sere five spine but
only Bud Tingestad hit the mid,
and he walked away urecathed,
6* For Peed
The was untiobutelety (TIMM that
In future races, the builders vrtk go
flar more Find engem= since nen&
at the 17 etedh 'galled needled the
race and Ford motors were al the
firat four spots
There were 10 Ofteisheissers Ms
the starting field and tinge finish-
ed two meaner' on* in • rear
engine machine
The outcome also mellcaund Good-
year would sontuusi end Probe*
end Its racing tin efforts ti3
challeiste Tirostotte. @One ii the
Speedway heid For many years The
first Mx oars In die rate used Fire-
stone., but two of the 12 &erten'
with' Goodyessa linidiect and nine
Of the 21 segh Plealithes.
A Goodyear spokesman aid, how-
ever Tor, repotted he could here
sone LB the way on Ina Cloodyeere
end A/ Unser one of du one Mill
run:Isis at the firdther, mid he
used IS, less than heat lits tread
The acorcteng speed tore full
blame for the mechanical break.
downs since weather was perfect for
driven, end machines, a 73-degree
temperature arid light breezes Butonly II of the 33 starters were man-
ning at the finial and two or three
of those mew sounded -siot "
Fear (evened Data net
Only tour care went the full 500
mites, Clark Janes. Andretti and
fourth place winner Al Mailer, whose
speed wee 146561 The other seven
were flagged, five minutes attar
it (Interval, and their final mai-
Won depended won their marten
covered.
In time unofficial Mash they wen
Gordon JohneocIt Macey Popp. Dan
Brannon. Bobby Jeers, Al Unser,
Eddie Johnson, and Len Sutton
Clark's- win wes expected to WI
Oft with about $175.000 in prize mon-
ey since he pot 80,300 in Isia prise
money, at 1,150 for each lap he set
the pace. The prise dentbutiori well
ne made toraht with the total purse
expected to be about 100,000
It was a tremendous vietcry
AMOUNT OF MONEY. •
CeaUs Ned From Page 11
victuals, pertnerthipe and
hone as weld as certain government-
al and interbank deposits.
The amount in sninge accounts.
1111.153.000, wee well over the prev-
ious total at $13,704.000.
Noteworthy Mn the trend toward
more money in cinoulatkin Is the
extant to attach bar of ionms• *se
--those Alt ado denomiriatirin and
t.p-twve oorne into more general
use They have pined In number
swain bills,
mushmons rapidly than have the I
e
•
• s' ,-
5-... , .
—
 —
•
•••••••
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•
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Dear Abby . . .
Guilty Conscience!
Abigail Van Buren'
"Ddi.a.R ARBY I cheated -a Mile
on my :nicest 'tax and I hat ent
bean able to sleep ludas What
should I do'
CJIARLIE
DI SR CHARLIE: Send the De-
partment of Internal Revenue a
cheek for $IM. And If Fey, still
can't stem sarkla Oise Sem this
Massa
DEAR NollitY. MyAmer naked ma
to wr.:e this to mu I lam gave
her a frit facts s1 Ic She fed in-
to the "soort-going-lteget-mar-
ned-anthealy-th-onpthstit?" trap I
used to use the same line mimed.
but never on C Wise, get. I told
my sister Ifht *gm pp con grt.4 coots or brush arid not to he any-
• mr1 without marrying her be one ane nano We have even been
lam respect fa her and he cut- told tins is health class at school.
taint, ftheent mat a ette fie cant
respect After a guy gets to a girl,
assa whai she represeata to him.
and twery time he seas her. iphaia
an he /Wits at Illern Itaw what
a-as taking paor with my aster. I
gave her 11ilt Byte earn of new
She's a anaS.atti so the Woke off
with the nu& Iliac had a few bad
months. but else" going mail a
decent get) .• toad )ab
of balding
would only
marred life:.
and
-roe& If eats
,*eret
evoit 
74iorlyfore
poor womsn ment•Ils En isedi
needs to ta Mt to. it would
be cruel to -tell her " last if
the's ma a gabby bessbody with a
lot of Unite bar hands she sheen
be discouraged by esoisteeis reibuffs.
When the phones, tail leer em ara
by and can't talk to but. And
Mears the appears at Her Mon tell
her you have mace to do and are
enable to oils It may weal unkind.
mabut mama '. 'easel to make • ca-
rers out of being this nesglitmes
swaths wall, yowl better heed 
theefiltioe.
• • •
DEAR ABBY_ Pre always been
taught net Cr to use anybody each;
But sanegtris Sill ask to use my
comb. Eloise of the aids have (land-
au/1 and dent ahnies keep their
hair dam I dont know how to •80
no vnlbout hurting peoples feelings
and gm* them the idea that 1 •
Sin atuck-up ' What should I do?
Planar print this as it might help
othera wdli the slate problem
UNWILLIISG COMB-LIINgra
• • •
DEAl VaIWIILLIWG: Go to the
dime MOM and thy a oasis Roth
yours sweary 001111d airay for your
th•It ' 41 O. '1' I . . 
pertain* war and when a borrower
asks far gam amnia give bee theI Can :010111r Mt, ririalog •an , ...me
leanamone mrsate Sim isfax •S ."5i14,. ,
II.:! If -1.1, legettai....• ars tinn Liutt , . • • li
beVIMIMP sht flelid • tom WOW . .- 
' •So Afar. dies.1.% aim. 'this ler DEAR ABVW I was god roe
young mOis ohs •,). base „lass- data% .gne mons comfort e werethen. tt. tat %elk Mica r pit riodr prams 41010 anted iraise, what you Mrs Rue: Mrs. Mar.
my aster Womb* of grown men men, • shag who presented the
BIC BROTDER biomes conversation OD the tie- honoree with • comma of White
Phone 753-4917
The Ledger & Times . .
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, left, was the installing officer of the Laurel Oak Carden Club, May-field. Kentucky, recently. The new president, Mrs. Richard Dycus, right, is having a cor-sage pinned on her by the retiring president.
Garland Home Is
Sceen Of Shooter
For Mrs. flanibliteys
Meat iffIt ZET• • • 
31 roe vire to
DEAR ABBY I need your advice
on host to handle ors notary Sbe
is constant:. coming over here Mil
cry.ng on my shoolder. fat tells
me stogies abotiti. how unfair but
Inotand la and she Moo keeps harp-
on ail her aches and gotta' r *W-
M. I ans not • sell moth Waif
and I cant take min MOM ilf but
Somstarn s she sin: get ens on •-he
telephone snd taik tor Is I'M
aloud it I tell her off Abell talk
iltatos.sa liONORED
arciumilthe Whir
Preasctica Jotaiston
every ouovarsoisoa,limpsam.e„ as the Prima
NOT OtTRIIII4G
Mrs flumptirme opeised her many
• fifty Still faMdieuvfe yin bon-
eit. Ns-ft e, itagthese Mat shower
'the itsad Mrs Ituet Garland
Ca 
**obit in Wile
Wedneedlay/ obitym211. at seven
carnations *with pink accent
Oames were played dith Mrs
y McDougal and Mn Lucile
'Weatherly being the recipients of
• • • toe& guts wren were dialthated
la a ithhe pink kried tatosuat wit*
a large aink too on the hats
Refreehments of strawberry Moth.
' nets. and millesimal Mite mid pink
aims were served
UDOORTItiN h./ trv — Dr The East l incladed MeadamesChilies M Houma saisociate pro- wimp wspostow Albert gay.about roe to the Made atighisar. IMMO, of 1•1•stuit at Transytvanta Bap= yegoopose. asiny aaption.hood I feel very sorry for her. but College Wednearla? wa nail" Clauste Wiens. RutlyMoo has gone teo frar What MOM -Pandit' Member of the Year SW McDougal, Wayne Cook OtteI do? itoimee seas banured during sciideat aggirasigs.; Mho paratn Starry Jenk-alp DIP Award; Day cesernorms ot. the ins Wilds Dais. Joe Lancaster. andDEAR FED: U Ibu pow woman Is I amps. Kin, Parts
••••
Star-spangled security
TIte millions of Amer. an• who buy
S. Savings Bonds know security
is a two-way street.
You and your family are only as
Secure as the cotmtry you live tn.
Wive I'M start saving with U. S.
&lids yov hisure your own future
snd help teep your country strong
at same thole-
Son& pi•'e you a guaranteed rate
of interest - - 3%% when held to
nIstarfty - so you don't have tio
••ory about the ups and downs of
market trends.
And 'Flavings Roi,d% aren't sub-
j.41 to stab or local ir,( ome
either. If ynu like, r.ti can defertbd federal Imolai. tax 6660 yea
cn.A your Bonds.
Whim you buy your Bond, you
can't help feeling a little proud
if, tit
•
You're doing your part ht'strength-
ening the Muir of freedom.
And that's the best security in
.he world.
Oekk forts about
Series I Savings Bends
35 Yea get leek $45r every 13 at
Italarity
✓ Yea the girt mew issairy•wilea
you wed It
✓ Year Floods tire replaced free if
lost, dartroyed or otolea
V Yoe rail Ally Rai& ware, yse
hack. or on the Payroll Sc' lava
Plan alien. you work
liary f Sued. Aar grearia•-..
Sued. few carreat bacons*
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
STAR SPANGLED SAVINGS PLAN
FOR ALL AMERICANS
?le eft. Iheee...**0 1.i. eif me lee Mb aleeremeromi, I se•••••,•4 •• gaLitarvis• rah le• famiarp imapowtam. imad aarrudio
•
•
•
-Mra. faiatifitk — 
Janet Lee (fisrey Is ,
rallitiagyffri.°11fterSOft 
Honored .41 Party
On 8th Birthday
th,'In„rmh,6641': itpteitZtar. .et Le right hon-
Garder.--- azialth—T. 
at
7ioni—so auncraitstr" 30fal Itartiani.11"4 latoce01̀1""rlaiu.viothera.
MaaAr hellfryfle dongt 'Wry sailaiilt IS $.m. Mrs. Alvin """ at 
their
hcime °I1Mrs Eiric Is the neaty-ellacted I the "ma, Rcud Maychsamsh of the °seam nichet.174. atdro-Cbtrty o'clock In the at-
meta of the Murray Woman's MO.Itannin
NevflithceiltritliltOldintehl liffi.r.lfacup. sweating:
were pasted will the hen.
are haft nW11.411.r11111111114: Este,. hptals„ • •Mn Jahn Rasa. that , • Flavors were prthenter to eitellMrs ChestarliZidt. 21.40.4. oefrearkir were sereihrs -. leerikalt . served a cupWry. Mn. Joe treasurer. Mrs cake with a candle on it and theManna* dialthir IMO Mn. Mot. la re cake was decorated with •rim Ohists. killarthigi; Mrs Ray Ed- "Lal le 711)-Peee-wards. eumplatis. Children prese nt were Penny
Higgins. Mama 51LcKartrary. PaterMrs Jahn Rasa' and Mrs. JIM Burkeen Alan Armstrong. Jerry ri.,rGarrison. af Murtha. and Mrs Wal- Normorthy, Star:3-n Jo 7'ter AVartiallh Idadirdadt a :Suzanne firm Mancn guests at that club 'nee Skid. Denise Morton. M.
LAIR amarrada Mamma awl Morton. lintael Tubers And
their green leaves. were abided trit and Jana Uwe,'
low bowls Wolf( the essiar of the ARIL Preoent %ere Mrs- Ninth., diming maks pangs at gospagore Dick. Mrs Earl Tanen, idea
boxes of candy were seatenten to Morton. and Mrs L'arer,each guest Mrs Kirk. Mrs. Bator
l and Mrs Dyous mot pronnted Mclot Pahl* am anemone of thecorsages of state dateles. recent oasis! adrencas made inAs this was the last meeting of ; the field Of Miietian. Tx dada In-the year. annual reports werr given formation mho The Eptiegisy Yuan-by all conanatee die -e bsUigi. Washailon. 1). C. 30006.
:41.11IMAXAMillgadli•4 •
puma . sitos—A rotary rig with a bit 10 Piet
lo err-meter 
r
tato pis Central Montana countryilde DMZ
ce-o--,s. (owns Athitttemsn mbethis. at. 16 -
feast 15 theme.- r el.:o are used. The drilla Inf a 00-foot boons.
—
Reetee
•
Social Calendar
Tuesday. hems 1
Group EI of the First Christian
March CWF aifl meet in the home
of Airs B J Hoffman at 3:30 p.m.
Mrs. A B. Austin will live the pro-
gram.
• • •
The Mentors Dundey School Clam
of the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Dewey
Lamna. Jr. at 7:15 p.m Mra.
Rowell Thurman and her group will
be in charge of arrangements.
Murray Assembly No. 10 Order
ofthe Rar how for Girt sin meet at
the Mahnic Hat at seven pm.
The ifornank Society of Chris-
tian Service of the First Methodist
Church will meet at the etsurch at
10 am. The eaccuLve board will
meet at 9.15 am.
• • •
The Delhi Department of the
Murray
potluck
at 630 
Whit Ito l troolied.itt
Van J n Othalic thnENIethe '
Bell, MrseWavsi iists anti
Mrs Wilbert Outland.
• • •
Group I of the First Ctulstan
Church CWT will nwel at the home
of Mrs J. J Gibson, 302 North
Rh Street. at 2 30 pm. •
• • •
t
Mies Lillian Wafters win present
a group of her piano students in a
reeita1 at the Murray High School
auditonum at 7 SO pm
.,“
Wednesday, Jane 2
The Story Hour for preschool
through first grade will be held at
the Pubec Library from three to
fCalr pm.
Luncheon MN be served at the
Oaks Country Club. Fteservationa
must be made one week in advance
by signing it the Pro Shop or cal-
ling the runmoon chairman, Ruth
Brandon 753-5060, or co-ohairman,
Oneida Boyd 753-4016. All Ladies are
urged to attend.
• • •
Tidal. sane II
The first annual Charity Balt for
the support of the Murray-Callo-
way Mental Health Chnic will be
held at the Student Union ballroom
from 8 30 pm. to 12 30 am. with
Jack Scaleup and his orchestra.
Admieniun a five dollars per couple.
•••
Die Story Hour for second
thrwsh fourth grade will be held
at (de Pular Library from three to
four pm
• • •
lirs. Dan Gardner
*VI)
tve;
•0,11.
T he Callaways
Teachers
the Student Union
am. as gusetaallt
crake. The
mothialion
• •
00•14
merited recently with a stork taloa -
ex held on the paw at the home
of Mrs Elmus Outland.
fkotesses for the occasion were
Mrs Outland, Mrs.Fred Gardner,
and Mrs. Charles Outland.
A color ticheue of pink and white
Was used in the decorations. The
refreshment table was covered with
pink net over a tank cioth and held
arrangements of pink and white
robes around pink candles.
Mrs Gardner was presented a
oorsuie of pink and white baby rat-
ios, armored In net
Guinea prises were moirsied to
Mesdames Roscoe Earhart, Roy Las-
siter end Pierce Mc.Dougai.
the afternoon =anon.
A mateh thirty guests at-
termed
MORRIE SIGNS
• KANSAS CITY SW — Don Moos.
an 11-year veteran of the American
Leaser. Friday was signed by ti
Karma City Athletics as • I.
Omni• Masi. 35 had been sort
Mini 
unianheismairent out with the AS stnoe spring trs.
Irg
liork.11-......,
aspired
at
'le iltne
01
at a
inesting of the
11, v1's - tt 't
a group of In
recital at the aturray liC41001
malltoritan at 7 30 pm.
Temple Mil Chapter Ito SU Or-
der of the thotern Mbar will meet
IX the libmesk Rail at 7 30 pm
•• •
lIalbioullay, Suits •
CHARD'S MEET
SIILWACKEE Ittni — MichigaTt.
champion of the Rig Ten, and
Kansas, tops of the Ms natii, win
clash bead-on In the 10th annual
Central Collegiate Conference track
meet at Marquette June 5
Dunne the Plai 25 foam Mit.
cat idet1011 hes made remarkthh
prachigg: appnimately 85 percesu
of all egoism pastents can failf
hod amentlally normal lives. par
more information, write The Ria.
Miry roundation. Washanston. D. C.
3o005.
LOOK FOR THE
Pr•
ON THE HEEL!
13.99
VI Fryers
wrieb excise.*
reolars F000detioa
DR. G. 0. CULL! Nati
canoasm-rea 
The P-f on liso isead stasis kwTohone 753-2329
Salith 12th Street Alliirved9. iha dos:ream. km. ,
E FOUNDATION — 64
Navy
Mot
Fan
Btu*
White
arovni
MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
107 North 4th Street — Hours 9 am. - 5 p.tn.
Closed All Day Thursday during June. Jib & August
Call 753-6921 for Free Demonstration
I EVS—FOOD ARKET,W '' Your Dollar Goes Further"THE HEST STEAKS IN TOWN1600 Main Street Phone 753-3523
and lev samies this "al.
ours no thew lasted lorspier,
Bring Si the chddren 12414,
flyers lodayi
• . -- 11 II
34 3532 33
43
ebillF
4546
• . r
# 54 55i
56 tLECTRI/e
In a word, comfort is the mg reason most people Install
electric air conditioning their homes. True, comfort
interns cool air — clean, filtered, dust-free air — humidity-
controlled air — quiet movements of air.
And that's the kind of comfort you can enjoy so easily.
10 economically, this summer.
Styles of electric air conditioners may differ, but all of
flmm can be operated economically with our low electrfc
rates.
Be ready for coo/ comfort in a hot summer. Install electric
nir *vine-loaning now!
MURRAY
ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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Trorrirk.s dth;tarr aoweichreriis.hgimtbibuta crod ri by MUwPubilshers. Inc_ 0 by
kiss Beaune Syndicate
Lire to lump • Olt Peter van
Bream pointed 0are could not only the iego which were
Sae the Wieling arm but warialred by a nightihIrt out tie
rubor tie felt it He tiocklett coma .me the musket tits.' the
lie tee* ort bu knock ILnd stock- man neat rhe- dogs tv;'(,thOO
mak and tied Ulnae around uiNtarts tugger, on eheao of Um
prwtier: ne kurelud blutbett Mtn and 'Ezra was comtorteoism too ow to note that they were nelo
bora o) lead&
flip man stopped The d..'-
growling would have gone on
water gram oomew NI( 'e.per -Who the devil's there.'
than be nao been led to expect Ezra Bond toosseo though. he
It came up to his thighs mak- was not sure that the min colild
ins the bottom of hta breeches see turn doing thla He kept his
wet All the Name. he wadedCH A PTEH 11 voice tight and amiable
-1-.HE made ..mas het" as re for an unseen shore He never "A "trader from Saybrook,
II lamh to then were • run did see Peter van Bream take Conner t wilt captain A t k in m
notaerren two Islands aitiosse to- Wm deParturts. and I've gut • cargo of dried
;tether as St Eustatius and St eels that hear you might like
Kitts where there was no tricky - ---
current or race In goof/ vvesth- 
to
• Who *ant you bete,'
en was as predictable as a coach "Van Bibber He's my agent
ride to any boatman who really at Strata I came over wi
th
knew hla boat And Peter van Peter van Bmarn In his cat"
Braam a gigantic impassive "Ribber eh'. Well hell rigkt
mulatto most emphatically di am interested. If we can agree
know his bora on a fan price -
"1 think well be able to do
that •Il eight.- Ezra said, mov-
ing a Little closer, though very
slowly
The Musket waa keener-ed. tam
dt:11P.XWewr igere. bershneou.7n:d. arid you can
Mister We'll
stay here the night. Van
Bream's waiting for your',
Ezra shank his head
piers WilLe not the slightest "Braarral be there tomorrow
mound. ettlteT, from near or from night „..:klires been paid "
ter oft. It 'was faile1111 It was -G00,1 coma in
also. what with hie %wet breech man I'll get some brandy
chilly.. He shivered. plug- Dried eels. eh? 11,0i s capital.'
['hey were never chased. tneY ging On. It might nave been a nue',
were not even nailed. and If AbrupUy a large tow build- of the way that bowmen. dean
anybody 4aw the small white
Ing Jounced on td• right, gray ought to be made le twenty
rraft approaching lne wroth: ghostly, yet for 111 of thiesome•, minute, anti two drink- they
'Aro inner nflgt Kitts While
sun enniieried Re how reassuring. The building had all the details settled At-
the getting
ni:i whe, of tool? If aatiat might nave been a warehouse kin" 
had wIsherl to bile Ezra
now, neer,  • namn
s bp": and or • toothooxe No light earn, Bond nad wished to Sett and
. from it and no sound, but from It was as simple as that
indeed Pet** eta latallam some hack of It, for the At a distance it might hwy.
times dirt fish files svben no b
rrmd tt.
more irierative pastime °amid Ant 
time there reached his been another matter: but 4faten
ears a bow. even. 111.11UITIUlt these two men met face to face
itself On tn. other handl. Ezra mound as of many men breath- and Measured one another
Bond might have some explana toE, a sound punctuated now ev•rytbing went with the
temp to make in the unlikely
and then by a mumble as some- smoritluiette of syrup The
event that ne Was natilseri body strove to talk In his sleep planter would not entre up to
Ile was not afraid It he did
not nave any papers neither Th
at, reel% reckoned, would be Fern's starting price bid h
e
did he veear his sword or carry the Ilnee 
6fmrteriT did KO 8 heap higher than any
any sort ot ‘A•aapon. bet Ise did Any 
warm at .t* (st of those who mid tad on Si
Eustatius. and Ezra could cry
have on the new apricot and the game 
could be embarrass-
WilYet eon, which tie calculated ins an he pave th
e building a an ekrlY
Wilalei *Myren' .1.1moet anyone wide berth 
(To Be Coatioewed Tomorrow)
Prow ths eve. published es etheill Puldisherri Inc le 1964 by Dri
ssold Buy oud•e,
Distributed by King Features Syndkate
• • •
f )RTUN ATELY the walkwas not a long ono and he
found himself at the edge Of a
cane field on what In the wan
Airtight he took to be a sort
of wagon track As soon as he
hal put shoes and stockings on
e turned to the left. in accord-
With nothing else to do Ezra a e with Van lirsamii Mere-
Bona found it fascinating to t,,,na
watch the man, who singte ! Even there In the open the
handed the catboat an casually
but am accurately RA env oars- fir" 
was not easy and he
care "Ti PA'Otiipd
man tn a scull on a lake him 
thgrped 
waithIse walked a long.
flies nem planned to arrive long wag beganto think
in • little cove at the enc. of I that rue never get any-
the valley cif the Basseterre where that he would toddle
near the Capital which was clear around the damn' Island
aueritarly married. shortly after ult. way
inindoWtt: IMO so It crane about
Thus Cove. which Peter knew
wro wag Actually on the plan-
tation Of wenn Captain Atkins
Wats owner.
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&ORA' WONDERS
,
NOTICE'
..-House to be moved or wreck-
ed. Phone 706-3064 or 113-1409.
J-4-P
BIG EliMMER Shoe Sale row going
on at Kelly's Fu Cutlet Shoe
more. These shoes are all famous
name Amends and ar. selling for
's ;rice. Located 100 S. 1301 Street.
J -3•C
EAST YORE CLARKS RIVER
WATLKSIVED CONSERVANCY
DISTRIt'T
Invitation for Blida No. 1-£3111-415
P. 0. Box 5011
Murray. Kentucky
May 22. 1965
NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE
B1ODEB-CONi.TRt.CTlON
,Fhaieu lird6 _n single nip). will
be rect.ved d the eifloe of NursOn
Sw Bldg. Poet Office Pox
50e. Murray. Kmtucky wail 10:00
a In 0. S T.. June 15. 1906. and
then be publicly waned aud raid
ter the conieruction of one (1)
earth! ill fltx.dwater retarding struc-
ture. 'rwo, structure a located with-
in WI* East Fork Clarke River WI-
teished on the Lam Fork of Ruch-
Make °reek, approxonately 4 miles
north 01 Murray. Cuiloway County.
Kentucky
TIN estimated eteintinieo of the
mayor items of wort are
5.040 Cu. Yd common excavation.
840 Lin Ft of diversion.
111.5-CU Yd emaciate,
144 pin Pt 42- Da reinforced Priapecuye ladders may loserrtik
minable prewure plpe. 111 the Wide of Merrki Hill, P. 0.
234 tAii. rt. 24" Dia v.uU it- Box 508. Mberai on June 10, 110 41114.
Donald Barr Chldsey's
exciting new historical novel
at ISA1- ISA* neer 111% kai these Avow us no moon ue-
4.inougt. the lIffesillatassalary Illa 
y0.• 
... enidniguL end when they
••• five rears ! • obil liate Skews nee 
nod onlY win., freed/el whk Usi ' slid Into the shadows of the
eirienty betOre Ilia ilIfIbroolt axe
',reamers or iraidi be was Oret
woe *ma .ItScaa IIII 11. &MAW, • well only an oval at watery
by he British the" ie.staretitae 'learned above Utliff
aDalf Canals
tole- end Bond SO I. war we home while immediately around
wand • ITIOa Mt NW DONNY WM,
y.„ „,. ...my „........". e.,. Chem evervtning eras narealy
inat..id of • seelhell1018111111 Kra. ii nark Pete, ,an Bream: never
..- a, owl tansti eeis es',
,th the Du OW • tr..t neonate(' th
e darkness did sot
. J:szeamier al *Vs of diati,ay turn for be anew bum
little indentation of the anor•
, ernrwalt GM Ilea
it trig°. e • pirei
i,ii•-'-1 t - it Mien at last the keel
 grated
a
•,...,,,,r n•is in , l nilL Oa atonal It was a startling
•••••1• Ow, were A
mesa otaatat1011111 OD 
MIOWNIt n was like • man in the
sae ,....d tee 41111ftheallt • low warning writs-
espeatty -per -Peter van Bream who tied
et laswallt
by tin been expecting that very ramp.
teal Wei all "kV put the Wm. over nerd He
fite=lig got up and came to Ezra. and
to aw
711r: ft be took Ezra's arm. causing
a 
. 
nthe
•ellsrael
ms Ma MS
t 
Wirit
eli stalp as K 
fat., Road tia two=
, . ,. on an a a
• •we•
&root Interest in the pot-wino prof-
ile or ouutreobs of such firm.
All work shall be cunipleted
Si Ull1 calendar now Attic the dine
of receipt of nott to proceed
cove It was like dropptng Omen
V
or so 'ii. • i•orlDi rhelli Me-
I no "mind ann., ma unhappy Ella. Ware only • few inches
.or Lady ff•)•im 0,1,nel...titer, of freeboard. the catboat was
-. sr KItt•
iterul•isola Rica decedent to tose that IOW a skimmer but use
,. -e...-- in eetrins ileen OW Billfish
mina. I .••1110• ni• mane •n•k.• of
ad% ea• a ..., in. nun, piaatriese•
VFW he coped -sewing Lady Ewen
VirithoUI beln• .610,11..1
753 '
NON-EDEBLE BREAD. May be trod
tor, feed or other purposes 10.00
Owt. Cal, butiny Bread Company,
764-205. J-1-P
j.3..0 0114E440D II hi WINDOW unit, 130.
Perlevt oonclusult. Eworgioe 105 C.
1663-1460. .3-1-C
WANTED
-'• "*.
•-•essaossir
oessias,
•
The Ustaa rule at pi.nlatioi.
-though there could be try
hOna was toi the reeislen,c
big wine the owners wash
lugundit to be on • -,gliewtta
higher site to catch every etre,
bit OS tweeze at that the owner
was pnymeally it. seat ae
many anti economically &boat
els laborers ADO sure enough
Mora soon found nuriaelf Climb
Mg a alight slope
Suddenly. lust attend tenni
was • parking ot doge nu.
was something that Ezra nett
not anticipated, suid he frost
Then there was a light ahead,
O little higher than where be
stood It was a torch splutter.
tog. coming closer am did now
the barking of the dogs leers
could not see the upper part
of the man who held this torch
-
N.
tatitz .ocrl guard
mats.
14 worm aregiug.
3.624 Lui Pt. barbed wire Kenos.
24 cu. Ycl, npard-filser Mmd.
96,277 Ott. Yd, compacildi_JECE1,
fill 278 Lin. Pt, of waterway int-
provomant.
• 18,763 3 steel bar reinforcement..
96e Lin. Ft 8 Die. perforated
Oittinlinnus ousted corrugated Iron
or weal pipe.
dio Cu. Yd. •gpiided ti1tir niatertal.
t Cu. 24" Sq. Side hew-I/gate.
3314) Sq. Yd; .state
56 Cu. Yu. ripr,ip dumped.
ar.tring and sr.bouw min outer
inc.clenatai work
au war mil& tea aocompanied by
04 bona. ow-Utied check, taelber's
cheek, money order. or clicalt.ilt OP
athOt1411. not kin than musty per-
QeiLL of Use anouta bid.
Ike succesedul tuklar will be re-
quired in execute a foimal contract
and forneh performance and pay-
tbtfl In amounts of 100',7and
505. respeotainy of the total e/ouunt
custraoL
A conleset will not be awarded]
to a Lain' in wraoh an Official of
the sporacsuut local oriparaint-
sone181, cuntructing local ar-
ganinecion. an. munber of
inunetbate family has direct ur in-
  WRIAR'PRADIDI HOME for rale by
LADY TOR general offloe work maw. ":."6 Imual• "IQ ba"
Write Box 32-M eivnig qualifies- dal With' firelPhice- Weil /mated
boom T-P-C 
near school and park. 310 Nordi
  • Eighth areet. Call 753-4721 lOr 10-1
WILL DO GENERAL REPAIR Si- pcentment.
aide arid outside. painting and car-
1 Pillter "It Pree "tkunt'as. 753" 5 H. P. ELGIN ouudard motor,
at 10:00 a. m., C. 8 T., for a group
dicaing of the work mile. If you are
unable to istterxi the group show-
ing, arningement& to inspect the
ske row be made web Marvin IOU.
oontraoting atficer for the Emit
Pork of Olarts Raver Watershed
Ceeiservancy Duarlot. Swann Build-
ing. Murray, Kentucky Phone PL 3-
1781.
Complete assembly ot the intiut-
non for lids Mew be obtained from
the contemning onticer. 1TC
0
-BED▪ ROCK HOUSE dining room.
.1u11g room. Lecileal and bes4t Lo-
cated at 400 N. 6th. C.611 7153-311111.
J-4-C
FURNISHED 4-R0044 apartment,
2 -bloolcs from die COunt square, Gail
' 753-4646 after 3:00 p. m. 6-3-C
  --
itENTAL EQUEPMENT: Moor sand- 30 MODLL A. Pend CouPe. See It
Jig maohmeis. floor paladins. perk- 707 Sycionure Street, Ptxnae M-
ing lot a:riper. aharran-Wilkasno 5429. J
Company. on 743-33121. J-7-C
_ 
NEW ONE-BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Air-conditioned, 0oup11e
oniy. Avainbie June 4. Loosed on
I Payne Street beheld St. Led church. -
1806.
Sitit
HOUSE PCB HALE BY OWNER, 2-
bedroom plastered host, ceramic
51* bath. Near *silage. 1621 Jiamii-
IOn. 753-1761. '17C
- -  
_
KENTUCKY LAZE LOTS 100'
SP on wide shl weather road-near
the iske-ialte and boat istunobAng
prtvileges-Full twice 2325-Tlione
430-5320. Jute 4-C
1066 01.124114013LLE Si finet clews
naidition. weal car, no run, prac-
Lawny new tires. Phone 753-43T7
days or 75S-3847 after 1.30 p. in,
J-1-21
1643 FIL0044-4-dr. Sedan, radio,
beater, good condition, kar unloose.
Good csoor..anic trineportation. Muni
ask, 762 -Win. J-1-C
15* model. Total tiee lois than one
season. tin. Phone 763-0613 ater
IOU p. in. J-4-NC
SPECIAL DISPObAl.... SALE ie flahr
aid wane sightly Menage&
one-ourd" Swim me-
rait..aor.s aani
Hu 'mown a Net naeratioil sortso.
Uri 713-4125 3-7-C
- - - -
4-BEDROOM HOUSE at 113 North
An on.* wilialog Owner will
fasuico with low down payment to
reastite ointr CAliocir L
3-1064 or PL 3-3060,
J-3-0
33061NESS
S.rwt Mcirray. 1114
11. It...I:mar. two star; brick Mire
one story budding. seven
MOM brick house. urn vacant lel.
PI and 540 8 4/21 Street Contact
Richard Mason 4013 84/Iiinal Aver-
l'adisaah. Ity phone 44.!-4.167
„1-i
_
„a 44.4 44
4, I
41•40M4
FON LEASE
MODITLN 2-BAY Service Station.
Los rental. good location. Write
Box 582 Paducah or phone 442-1872
Butuay DX Cal Co. 112-31-C
FISHING SURPLUS
BAIT MIMS
Freshly peg - ibsOwe
- IS Ow SLIM
1111144WNSIGISMIS  79 fee elite
littneroallis  lee fee IMOD
Call or See
/kw Ed Sada
(Ai i,:oni•-rd ,114nul One Mlle Fross
Cob, ett.rier 'Weal aids iif bey.;
lawn. ..1.1.44.te ltuip
•
StMALE rittr ANTEL
LOCAL BUSINESS now bin open-
ing for lady with experience Si of-
fice sort acd light ',bookkeeping.
Write Box 168. igurrey, giving mai-
Ltiointora. ITC
.4•1•111,
HELP WAkTED
EXPER-- IENCEL Service Nankin at-
tentuint Apply in person Murray
ESSO Service Center TIC
AT THE VIES
"FOR CAPITOL AND-DRIVE-IN
infortnet.xi, gill 753-3314 ar /time".
TIC
m*LE hay WANTED
^
BULLDOZER OPERATOR. exper-
ienced. Wick to be in Henry Co-
unty, Tennessee Will work on late
moaol 14A betifb 0-8. Contact Wm- ,
etcts Pillow. itilegenute 642-5201 in
Peel& J -3-P
EXPLPLENCED Service Station
maul. Apply in persch. Roger5 Gull
Service.
HOG MARK ET
Federal Stage Market Newts Service,
June 1, Um Kostualty Purchase-
Ares 93.61 likirket Report Including
7 Ealing Stations.
ettitnated Rem**, 600 nemd• Bar-
rows and 041t. 25-50e Higher
U. 8, 1. 2 and 3 140-240 lbe 62120-
21.36: Pew U. S., 1 190-230 the.
$21,60-=35-,- 2 and 3 245-210
lbw 520.54-211V; U." s 1. 2 and I
100-175 en. 520.00-20.75, U. S 2
and 3 sinus 440-600 Ita $16.00-16.75,
USland 2 250-400 Ws.
17' 50.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Htotlailar
4 Deposit
0 Fla,
.2. Macaw
13 Toil
14 F•bia la
sheep
1$ Fewer
17-1 Med
15 mail, dame
pt
/1 Born
V Genus of
ma pies
14 Goddess
of healing
J•wish
fe•tival
-11 At present
13 Bishopric
14 Exclarna-
Von
15 Emerged
victorious
it Armed
conflict
le hint. of
•C•10
40 Worm
42 Vat
44- Sac iudsid
agility§
44 Dispatched
43 Pow
SO Comfort
51-Ormin
S.5 Source* Of
water
iS Folded
US Defeated
61 Before
62 Water
wheel
64 Period of
time
le Goal
Si Metes.
1117-Aeld
DOWN
Man's
nickname
by
4 Er? 
S 13-a
a Hebrew
ms nth
7- Tisinporary
boo
8 Ireland
8-Indian
tents
to. it
11 Article of
furniture
16 Scatter
18 Fondle
20- transgres-
sion
22 R•sidua
23-Stop
25 0.arrel
27. Traps, for
money
28-Piagu•
SO Decay
32 Small lump
le Rig i.e.
devote*
U. Waits
lan•teadily
41•rn-garasci
wualy in
sleep
43 Ned
Answer to twits.,
OF2M2
MBA MEM
IV GUM 500
ril:Z moo Mow
LIIIIEXP I 11331D
%MIAMI MGM MI
COMMIM MIBMIMIE
QC =OA 01110S0
MCI irI1100
MT405 BMW' MT
MME TMNT 2J
1.14131 12104E0 EAJOG
noa uoapi
45.5 ndured
47- Hindu
cyriltiele
49iCheade tie
account of
62-ternpiirary
•hOlthe
54 Oires narn• 63-Note of
scale56. Toll
i 2 3 l...7;4„..,,,, 5 6
7 -ig 9 10 II
12 • .re;13 • la
15
16,::,,
it7
,•,..
IA
•..:n.lcc•719..z, 26
..".721
::.›,...
7'..-.V.*..4
...1.-',,:'
27 2a22 23 •-• ''':17A... ,
2524
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etitr :
•,:,•''''
26
29 10 ,..").:^ 31 32 • 33
14 „R35 36 Ir. .37
&_
-/-'--
40 41 .. . .42 43 e;.:44
r...:•
35
46
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"'•'' 51 32 •••••'
.,53
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55 56 57
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."Y-'58 59 60
61 :t.
r
62 63
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Dial, by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
I TexE if Cut&
EN0PESN,
MR. WAAL..
t'ES, MAJOR MY
WOMAN? 16
CZECNOSMAKIA,
OUT AV FIORENT9
MOM TO WEST
GERMANY.
fr
arker
res="1
(SO GIVEME
5ACK
DEED
TO
CHICAGO!!
C A SA N OV A DOBBS, THE L BREATH -
ING REINCARNATION OF THE IMMORTAL
LOVER HIMSELF, CONFRONTS THE COUNTESS
LUCRETIA -WOMEN'S ANS wER To THE
VERNAL MALE THREAT
3
MAT 1105 /OUR WAPOr
atifolf_66 IN SAIGCN,
MR. WW1? 44,
tam
I HANDLED LEATHER PFCCUCTA
MAJOR. I HAD A REAUTirtiL
euswie6s...uNTIL TNAT RED
TERRORIST 1500.8
ea* IT 70
KINGDOM
COME!k4oi,
A" .411111.
ii
THIS MAN
WANTS TO
NAME A
HURRICANE
AFTER ME
Ii
WEATHER
BUREAU
CAN I USE
CHICAGO
DURING
INDIAN
SUMMER?
Ca 4.• .14m• SIND& 4. la 11444
.1101,4 14 mow.
USE UM ALL
YEAR!? I
STAY HOME
AND EN(.10"/
DEED!?
THE FIRST (SIGH) KISS THAT
WILL L EITHER OUR BLISS
OR OuR
DOOM--
•
FOR MAN Ms', AGE, THIS
ESE-1TER THAN REAL
SQUAW!! IT NEVER.
GET WRINKLED AND
NEVER TALK
BACK!!
' • • • i.e. 'V nes Ms.,. ei
MIMI=
.ts
•••••••.--
*
-
lk -
'<EP
•
I- Art.
4' - • •
--ceene.
I - a-
••••••• ce•-e"-:
e .
•••
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TV CAMEOS: Alice Pearce
Her Life Is Fillsj With Sorcery
By m)
e01X:DINE Ae Pearce
11,111 be the first to admit it.
Mel Mena full circle in TV
*e made her debut in the
Medi= back in 1946. Way out
things happened to her on that
*rat appearance and they are
MA occurring these days on
ABCs 'Bewitched:*
Al Gladys Kravitz in the pop-
Solar aeries. Alice play s a hap-
less housewife with a beautiful
witch for a next door neighbor.
As such, ahe is frequently the
harassed butt of Elizabeth
Montgomery's comedic sorcery.
*Thom special effects men
can come up with an awful lot
of tricks to play on me." she
Bald recently during a out to
IVeir York. "Still they're a lot
nicer than the experience I
went through the first tune I
ever did a television show.
• e e
'IT WAS late In 1946," Altai
related. "and I was ore at a
group at he a closed
circuit Siena of • fashion
ghew. 711•01111109 prett Y primi
UM MIA dlid Wad for the
vim Ms moirr stiuge lights.
They were m het you could
Oily work under them for about
Ave minutes at a tune. We
were given salt pills—ugh—to
overcome their enervating ef-
fects.
• "I had on a dress with plastic
MINIM and my appearances
DAR 1111 be cut short when the
4111hls *SSW Melted the but-
Men. I ask basesitly say I've
mom woes& lender sea de -
MIL eidlaiiie
Pm pada dibmost alba Wm
emellme. faddarmad ma-
duiromikkoggire elenWinancea
ai Win Intersily Med to do
bah WM SE all sadly segments
'llewlidise so Wm wife of
actor Gaspe Toblas. The pro-
ducers KIM What we did. ap-
parently. seed We were wined
for terther epteades. To date.
I've appeire* in about 16
shows.
"NOW Ten under cantrart for
in yam to °Mutable PI:WM
media 1110 Went company of
Illnialln TIMM the prod Kers al
Ilmettehet• I love working la
TV regularly for I find it just
• stunulating as the stage be-
emit* I still have a lot to learn
Sheat It."
is Mal= he pedantic la
Illo ARia aim swim
Is saws On oimmaar-
elan made by Om Om Oat
Maremoht
Predicts Cain
In,Sales 1965
-"We have Mery merit to existrt
I ernunahmue of dre upward Wend
Ir. 'i.e end pee *Imre fornb-wr •
shown so thr yew inn the fir*
(II ote.r lift." ennatinced Arn-
old H binemarst. Preellent. Mare-
mom C:•pr-attan h s weedsin
-svirehc:d•ts at the rrn An-
nual:WOW, head in Chew
r
flrerming firs quertm earning,
per share Wee end pmfete pret"-
tounly amourerai Illarrnamt noted
141st fart .xNew "whir for Cain,
an three ftsurri m-re due ass
to an incresee in automotive aPti
market r•placternent pare both flea
said nemenufeetured. and in tentJ,
Ilbst reachL-m7
Wereniont mad that Ow finn ex-
perts benefits frum elimination of
pie- eight per cent mem tax oh
autumouve parte. plumed by Pree-
ning Johnion In- Ms Wesiesne to
Clanicem yeeterday t May 17i. if. se
„ A inane likely this tan et wan-
.diniern by Gonereee
He d that temirenontS Elmo-
Lone teintie naiddisery dream
saisa conitnue bleu due to bort OM
highs an textile. Me product sake
end to the dtvelthere nee Melt
speed matontated—MMIle fiber pre-
pinedori meshinery -In "
Warmht -meted. 'ineth pradurea
mks hit 'anew-Met 11111*-telhort-
up 47 per ore* over 1947 Prom
1160 tc 1964 atone Itt 2-teltion
went cn Improved or !Manned ma-
chinery. sei increase lb lipe five
years, of linan 9706-millM04" yew
an areelme Inerieetiolitsf.„=11-
bon per yeeer.Applof
which represent* met,
puteri.al for limateistudt.'
Maremont telihnielne
•caPitel mending far WO WI
rmeed depreciation and deplete=
allowenees In 17 per rent. despite
accelerated depreciation rates on
teetiLle mentenery -in effect sine^
.9(
Tao liestileit were arin-rineed
by Mareniont for the fir* quitter
of 1106 71;,s,irm bought Miricti
• charte far Ohio. glen*
sire to do something else."
Like many others, Alice found
Broadway was cot waiting with
open arms for her when she
began to make the theatrical
rounds. At one point. she arap...
ported herself by selling Womb.
ers at Macy's department stern
Following appearances in Mae.
mer stock, she finally weinwas taken to Europe by her Broadway role and debuted latparents when she was 1.4 "On the Town.- She repostagmonths old. During the next 13 , her part later in the mane ale..years, they lived in st h cities non.
as Brussels. Antwerp, Rome • • •
and Pans. FROM that point on. Alice"I can't remember when II racked up many credit' Inwaant appearing school comedy rules on Use stage,plays." Alice said. "We re- ' screen and masy of the top• • • turned to the s when I was television shows. While appear-15 and studied painung and mg is "Illses Are Ringing" sheether subjects it the ilamer's mot gage =anger Paul Davi&Scheel ht Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. They VINO awned In 1906.Tido I wool to Sarah Law. Piemmtly Tons an art gal-rence" While *dying for her Wry as* sloop In Lea AngelesBA. tier,, she continued to sioare of Alice's paint-week with the Princeton Vel- hire am Ming.
meaty theater group. As to the future. Alice is bapWhen she toad her parents pily end speculatively bewitdledstter college that the intended by blot those special Staui.to become an actress they men Weee In store for her beweren't too pleased about it forthoomieg egioodes of 'Br"They ham so little about tit, witched."
Deislheled by Meg Teeteree eradicate
Comedienne Alice Pearce and her mil life has/mind, Paid Davis,'Moe a lamsh damn, a Memory break on a ' bewitched- set,
• sponsors the show. Viewers will theater at the time." she said,remember her in many other -that they were wary about Itcommercials Wm has made and hoped I might express a dmthrough the years Particularly
popular were two she made
far a toothpaste company.
• • •
DISCUSSING her e 
Alice said she got hooked by
th• lure of a.ting at a very
early age, The only child of
Robert E Pearce, a Natkell
City Bank vice president. the
Mar-num a *bony owneo -
4u) source far muffler clamps arid
hangers Waremant shoo acquired
Ow mots of hill° Rubber Own-
pony Burbank. Oanforma as a
.„rcf prectetcn tn.-abed and
- Ailed rubber parts kr its tInt-
Vii Inberhont. Cal-Val
Telma precellan naves tc-r the !-
Ili Letter piece
Et it atiartes Radii Power. Liar,
Mt Anions erbilie maim eiec-
bon rola* minters kir the F-111
4see end ,Cm-Vel. Sr. in
the block matt elsui.d show -a pearl
'ha "rtai." MM -Mort moot.
The -Onlissoce Dtvt•ton In her:,
Mean . wittioavia4:e its 114-40 rifle
'et !Yr t1 •-rul fl 1111016 win
Ma -erriont ''HoWever," he noted,
M-60 partli replacement orders ex-
tending into Illet an 11-14 rifle bar-
rel order. movement at Gabriel
Elentranka Mention from WM_
16leaszlitv-et's. to taco life.xie arid
an expected Increase in hi* rot-
ton,, high erecuion drive trim and
I other aura otininal equipment yen.
sums in the Maine plan: itsedd
ess'Ar up for die km
In c-nclugun. Averred NIme-
mrit. -the new high in auto Pro.
auc ion Ice the par rretral emirs
I will with a two to three year tem
.ag r mini replecetne... parts,
pr. -*le an ever crap:cent OlOrket
for the fun autornr.tree &Hermetic.
et replacement parts
SHOLAR'S o ir's7=7"m
"WE TEST .. NE'ER GUESS
ALL MAKES. ALL MODELS - WpRK titJAiAIITEED209 4; 7th Street Phone 751-17 7,7
71711MMII
SATURDAY
is the last day
you pay only $8. for
Cablevision Installation
Don't miss this money-saving offer:
Sign up by Saturday, J ^e 5th _
Pay S8 — save $2 on installation charge
Sign up for
Cablevision service today!
MURRAY CiBLEVISION CO:
••••
I 0'. NI 5th St Phone 7 53 5005
.4
-Vrc
4. •
seat
NOON wear—Jowl 19. Slight test engineer with NASA s Manned Spacecraft Center InHouston, Tex , wears • "freedom simulator' whirl prodlx..4 Wert of lunar gravity—one-sixth of earth 6—as Se comes out of • simulated Moon crater He virus WI Apollo pres-sure ',Int, and tarries ii Inuit to an. calking.
.•
TUESDAY JUNE I, lid.;
DOCTOR STRICKEN Red Cross liospdat. died Wednes.
I C v 7! s is ap; it-ent heart atteack.
.. Williams. the first trained Negro
....0!3:evILL.E — Or Wa. :1 '../ sufgeau .4 I. air:ii..11e, Wli a native
W.. ...m., Si. :h.:e...t (ii sore .ry at t -. : - ''  -"
TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN
Delivery Service — Carry Out — tub Service
. .. ti II isI
1.. .". C:. Li i:Teta Plittle 753-9125
SPECIAL
Charcoal Brickettes
5 LB.
10 LB.
20 10.
All Ali PAID —
MARTIN OIL CO.
East Stain Stret Phone 753-9119
.•
15 oz. Libbey
Beverage Glass
when you buy 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
Get extra enjoyment from tall, cool summer drinks with attractive,Golden Wave beverage glasses! Thew luxurious, amber-coloredglasses have the famous Libbey Safedgek rim and weighted bottom.You get one glass FREE with every 7 gallons of Ashland VitalizedGasoline you buy. Start collecting your set today. Drive in at your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer displaying the "FREE
BEVERAGE GLASS" sign.
Gat MORE MILES PER GALLON with Ashland Vitalized Gasoline!
Large Libbey Serving Tray only 890
with oil change or lubrication at
regular prices. Charge it on etraur
Ashland Oil•credit card.
Satin, ebony-like finish ... stain and
burn resistant . . dishwasher-safe
. . . versatile . . serves everything. ASHLAND
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1965
OIL & REFINING COMPANY
•13i.ningoinge1tinemate
....••••••••••••4•.....*...••• ,...erair.••••;••••,.•••••lee ••••••
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This ls Your
Carrier
Phil Willame
Phil Walliens. therieln year old
son of Mx and Mrs Junior WU-
lams takes the Ledger and Times
to etannmers tieing Nrorth That.
Noah Second. Spear, and Merry
arms in naniinn to those Wig
Garden and Muiberry
Phil is rn the Eighth grade at
Douala and likes prienoe. E and
math beet In whoa
He bi looking forward to playing
prohnnonal football and he may
wdl make it too since he is diary
end wick. although • little on the
light Ode Plenty of Lighter play-
ers have proved however that the
mailer man cdin nay profemional
ball if he Is fast aweigh.
He lista model oars as he top hob-
by Phil and hie parents live at
402 North Secsond and they- attend
the St John Septet Church.
TWO CALLS
The Miami. Pere Department an-
swered two mils yesterday. one
wasatl2harn tO 11th and Math
at MoCaird's Shen Stislacei where
the nedrical system of lell Heine
car was an fire The other call was
at 1026 a.ni to 611 Maple. where
the arconditioning unit at the
Freed Ootham Company was smok-
ing
lleynard The Fox' To Be Shown
This Summer In Amphitheatre
"Jasynaraft _the...Ern." an animal
tab" portraying the frailties of man,
will be presented this seiain In
the amphitheatre at Kenake State
Part. rear Murray.
Robert D Bell. State parts com-
missioner said today that thr out-
door drama would be presented at
8:30 nightly. except Sunday. July 1
through August 31
Gain and Irene Corey. one of the
most imaginative artiatir combine
stains 1n the American thoatrr, will
be in charge cat production. Beil
said. They are the couple who c010-
based their talents to produce "The
Book of Job' starting in in enantii
stetson this summer at Pine Mow',-
tom n State Park. near Pineville.
Orlin,Corey at udien extensively in
this country and abroad before
launching ha highly succesedul Cia-
ectIng oareer He is chairman cf the
Speech and Drama Detiarthien. at
Centenary College. Shreveport, La.
Irene Corey who tarn studIed
ex tenets en before sten lag her
career, designs the ocatannes. make-
up' and scenery for di pays It
was her Imaginative ideas in male-
up and corturnes which resulted in
the stained-glais window Weal of
the chambers in "Jon - an effect
that will Moo be used for the ant-
mint in "Reamed."
After its agiceedul season liat
summer at Pine Mountain. "Job'
incest:led to the World's Fair at.
New York Day for 10 performiuices.
Thm it Went Oe% a 14-week inter-
national tour that started in Eng-
land aryl ended in Scutt Anita
;:.During its South. Africa perform-
micas "Job" was - -- for variety in
Astronauts
Get Go Sign
For Journey
By ALVIN B. WEBB JR.
United Press International •
CAPE KENNEDY [Pt - US.
astronauts James McDeritt and Ed-
Ward White won a tentattve *go"
today for • four-day, space-walking
venture set to begin Thursday M-
ich a satellite-lenked audience in
13 nations,
Dr Clearer I Mueller. US. man-
ned spoodllipht duel. mud "we are
in a go oandation" for the 83-orbit
Mehl of Gamin-4 - mane bold-
55 chailenge in apace - starting
with a fleetly blastoff at 9 a.m. EST
Thumb y
The two altronauta relaxed their
rtgorous training today and decided
to forego a fatal make-believe sim-
ulation in favor of boning up on
their draignally revised night plan
and getting a good night's red dur-
ing the Snit al - hours
Rapid-fire go-sheath came from
weadvenoven. doctors and flight
chiefs
"Everything looks to be in good
as you an hope for it to be at tett,
Lime." mad Christnpher C. Kraft,
the Meta direotor who panned to
return to the federal mace agency's
$130 minion oargrol ceriter In Hous-
ton Tex . Thursday to mil the
signals on the 1,862.000 mile voyage.
Birth Of Jefferson
Davis Celebrated
On Thursday; June 3
Phanichart. June 2 -- The 157th
annieeinieun of the birth of Jeffer-
son Davis preadent of the Con-
federacy will be celebrated with •
memcrial service at 1030 am June
3 at the Jeffenion Davis Monument
at Fairriew in Cihrietian County
where he was born
Songs of the South "Ad be sung
by Mrs Yvonne Belmont. Pembroke.
Ky. a protegannal folk anger who
sill anoomparry herself on the dul-
cimer On the macial program also
will be Mr and Mrs Alex Harvey,
Randland. who had parts Mat sum-
mer in the feltIgIOR1. Stars In My
Chown. at Kenlake State Park, and
by Waiter Gray, folk acing artist.
The rrienairal enemata will be the
Rev Brook. Mane pastor of the
Mitbroake Chriestan Churctin Hoo-
lauterviDe [lettingen' of the con-
federacy will be tritraduced by Mrs.
J Fit Adana Hopkinson/a Among
them will be Mrs Louise Cato and
Mr. lottie MCGOVean. *410 ash
place a wreath at the moriument
Mrs Mildred Hancock. Hopkins-
vine. a repreepenteetve of the State
Department of Parka will give the
benediction
Luncheon will be served by ladies
of the Pelt vies Methodist Church
offering - alternated with "Rey-
nard the Fox"
Reyna raves in the African Meat
about Reynard prompted Parks
Cammissioner Bell to choose it for
presentation this year at Kenlake
amphitheatre.
The Captecown I South Africa.,
Argus called the play "an enchant-
ing fantasy, with humor " The re-
nee en said the performance . . .
"provides quite the most exciting
evening of delicious escapism that
I have seen in a long tune . .
aimed at keeping the children or-
mined with movement and sight
MS. what pacifying the olaer
members of the audience with a
script of humor and simplicity and
acting of the highest standard"
The Sunday Times at Johannes-
bury South Africa reported that
chectren ' will lawn your Latle
heads aff - - aa we might have done
when ice were very young. Pellqw
loka. &wit mite it!"
The Sunday Caronete critic at
Johannesburg capaleci his com-
ments thusly 'Children will gat one
satataction from this play - adults
another ''
The Corey* Inn bring to Kenlake
amptatiuntre and its production of
'llaynard' the mine ingenuity and
stage archery that they revealed in
-Job at Pine Motintain Mra Co-
rey's tatequeness iiramkeup and
costumes will again be demoriau-at-
ad in the stained-glass appearance
of the oharacters um "Reamed." as
in "Job"
Mrs Preston Studien who has
easisted her husband, the general
inartaser of the "Job" production
will. herself serve as general man-
ager of the Kaiak, drama
Adding to the authenticity and
effectiveness M the Kenialte pro-
ducitton is this fact al instrinem
or the cast studied at the wand-
Cincinnati Zen the animals
‘11CON pails they will sharseleeles
In the pin.) Comnuaioner Itski re.
ported.
Bible School
At Memorial
Baptist Set
The annual Vacation Bible Schicl
at Memorial Baptist Church wit be-
gin neid Monday June 7. and will
oonttriur for one week through Fri-
day. June 11 The time Is 11•30 to
11 30 ant
A special Preparation Day pro-
gram ell be held tins leeway af-
ternoon from 1 30 pm to 4 00 p m.
This we include a motor for all
ale*. Clettldren shoed bring • lend-
Wien or tan taw the picnic Cold
drinks, cookies, and (hips will be
Punished AM ahlairen who plan
to come to Bible Bawl are urged
to come tic the Prepanidon Day
Program and Picnic
The fecuity which yen be work-
ing includes Rev T A Thacker.
Principen and Carolyn Bonn. Plan-
et '
Mrs T .1 Murphy and Suzanne
Adama will one for bailees of fsoul-•
ty members and Mrs Vernon Dean
and Vickie McKee' will work with
liaddiera of fanny* membetn"
The Baba action P for ages three
thin twelve and will include eight
depetrarrierita with the Miaowing
natant' nursery three-year olds.
Mrs L D Cathay. Siipt. end Lin-
da (they, Beginner four-year oak,
Mn Laudon Stubblefteln, Supt
Mrs him" Miller and Beverley
Lamb. Beginner flve-year oich Mn.
Wayne Stone eisq Carolyn Bo-
ien and Paull( Brandon
Wortiret with Prtneineet are Mrs
Bobby Horning Supt of six-year
nth. 'nth Mrs Juneau Ohildreea,
Rothe Miller and Linda Ounning-
ham. Mrs Ruth Swift. Ben of
seven-year aka. Teeth Mrs Harry
Recker. Steve Compton, Patsy
Spann and Linda Southard Mn
Trent Dalton &apt of rant-year
aide with We Joe Grogan, Mrs.
Dee Iamb and Dale Guthrie
Nine urn ten year Junbors will
be taught by Mrs T A Tacker.
aunt • bb-s Doff meld Vance and
Mrs Newton Malam Eleven and
twelve year Juninrs will be taught
by Mrs Vora Sanderam. Mrs Hu-
bert Brandon. Mr's John Compton
and Sharon Miller
The Bible-cereered prtgrain will
tholtgle yarrahip Bible studs. mis-
sion study and creative handwork.
Ftefteehments will be served daily.
Children ages three thmugh twelve
are milted to stolid
Ernest Williams
1Vins Assistantship
--
Ernest Williams of anis. Ten-
nessee, who graduates today from
Princeton Theological Seminary in
New Jersey has been awarded a
teaching anststantaup at the sem-
mary, his second major grant for
poet-graduate study.
Williams. son of Mr and Mrs.
P Wilhams of 'Paris, will teach
two sections of Greek next year
for incemun students at the sem-
inary
He earlier was appointed • Pres-
byterian Graduate Fellow for the
coming academic year, shah in-
cludes a study grant Mum the Unit-
ed Presbyterian Ohurch's Board of
Ohnstfan Education and Council on
Theological Education.
A student at the seminary for the
past three years, %Riaun is grad-
uating at the top of his elms He
expect', to mend two years in post-
graduate study before taking up a
full-time pastorate During the past
year tie has waisted the pastor of
a 1.300-member churoh' in Bloom-
field, N J
He Is a graduate of, Grove High
School il/K1 of Murray State Col-
lege Wilname is married and ham
two otalciren.
He is the brochee of James C.
Wallace of Murray
Condition Of Four
Listed At Hospital
The burr& y -Canoe a y County
Hospital listed conditions of sev-
eral patients who were admitted re-
cently to the hospital
W 0 Spencer who suffered •
severe heart attack caused bola
over exertion, Is still in serious
oondmaiaora
Mrs Freila Weaver who was see-
eretY injured whets her Voikswagon
apparently got out of control on the
East Highway arsi orsabati is list-
ed th innous condittan.
Mrs Ora Jewel Lee who suffer-
ed a shotgun wound in the aide
is listed In the aondttem.
Garr* cite ass eptleal-
diioJind in an enteemobile sect-
and Monday is also hated in sec-
roull ocindloon
Circuit Judge is
Limited To District
Frankfort. Ky lPl - A circuit
Judge ray not issue a valid search
warrant for premises located outside
his Maria district. the state at-
torney general's other mad today.
The gueettm was raised by Mar-
shall Circuit Judge Earl T Claiborne.
A. tatty Gets. John 13 Brown-
trig end that while the lenalature
etxprimay provided that cirouit
Judges ray act as peace officers
anywhere In the date. it remained
saent es to the omiance of war-
rants beyond their Mania diatriota.
- —
BOYS TO MEET
-- -
There will be a meeting of all
boys between the age" of 8 and 16
years aim ere member,' of Wood-
men of the World Camp 502 Mur-
ray and Camp 170 Kirlowy at the
ante pavilion of the Murray Clay
Part. on Friday. June 4. at 1-.15
p.m All boys in the; age group
who watt to make the trip to St.
Louie. Miesouri. on June ath and
10th are urged to be present.
aaeaLe•
2,000 Marines Are Pulled
Out Of Dominican Republic
Re WIi J EATON
United Press International
WASHINGTON cot _ preockm
Johnosn is pulling 2.000 U S Mar-
ines out of the Dominican Republic
but with the caution that a "very
strong and sustained effort" still
needed to bring a measure of
peace to that ante-torn land
The Chief Executive mode his
announcement of the troop with-
drawal Tuesday during he 43rd
formal news- conference, a 30-nun-
ute affair earned on nationwide
I -tension and radio and largely de-
voted to foreign policy matters
Before his withdrawal order. US
military strength in the Domini-
can Republic area totaled 17100
men, down by 4.000 train the peak
reached shortly sits r Johnson first
dispatched the Marines to Sean,
Domingo last April 28
The President said that a Com-
munize threat still exalts in the
Caribbean island nation. Red activ-
ity. -- particularly in the area of
propaganda - is noted hour
by hour." he said.
Situation Eased
Btst he said that US military
°Dammam:ars on the bOene and sec-
retary crenerai Jose A Mom of the
Organisation of American Rates
OAS believed the nailitary situation
has eased enough to permit further
US troop withdrawn/a.
Johnson vowed strong. support
for Mora and strong US beating
for OAS efforts to "eniaige and
strengthen efforts for a peaceful
settlement."
Two things remain to be clone,
he said They are:
-To find a broadly based gov-
ernment under OAS leadership
--To begin the "comprehensive
tank of reconstruction" in the Do-
minican Republic.
AShough neat of his nems Can-
ference, held us the ornate East
Scum of the White House. cantered
an US policy in tin Dominican Re-
pane. the premodern Made risme
other point.
He hars askeal Cannier for a
"very special- age radian appro-
priation to begin the "Masedve ef-
fort" of lifting the economy of
Southeast Asia -11111 o the only
way I know in which- we can rally
' he said
Caring Far ClUseas
--The United States has begun
feeding and clothing about 3ti mil-
lean citizens of the Dominican Re-
public and less treated more than
16.000 persons es medical centers
set up in Santo Domingo
-He does not want to goculate
on the poreabfhty of all-out ume
of US troops in combat against
the Communist Viet Ciong in South
Viet Nam He said a recent flare-
ig, In had been
UNDERGOES IIVRGEBY
Allan Poole, 1306 Story Avenue.
undereerat "wintery Today at the
baptist Memorial Hospital in Mem-
phis. Tennesoee His room number
is 402-M
ONE CITATION
One (Station of unnecessary noise
was batted by the city police yes-
terday No other action was report-
ed.
I "anticipated," and that it was ser
ious.
Johnson insisted that the Unite
States has no desire to push f
"our particular brand" of minter.
or political solution in the Domin-
ican Repubiac. He said tbat. '99 per
cent of our reason for going
there" was to protect American
hags.
He denied that the action signal-
ed any such thing as a "Johnson
doctrine" for sending US. troops
to quell unurrenione or Communist
(Continued en Page
Regiitration
At MSC Will
Begin June 14
Regtstration for the summer ses
ason at Murray State College sit
be Monday June 14
Classes will begin iltTle 4. am
the law day to register for (-tacit
will be June 17 The summer am
non will end mere'. 6
In addttion to the retrukr sum
miter session schedule the coll.':
will conduct two National Sk.4,'
Pasindat ion Institutes for hit
school teachers, a geography In •
atitute for high w.hool teat-hen
and a mathenatits and „Inuit
training program for high schcal
andante
Special workshgra and conferenci
during the simmer will inchtele Vsc
art wortshops for hortt school sit
dents, the rarnii from July 5-16, It
second front July 10-30. and a cc' -
terenre on learning. sponsored I•
the Kentucky Amonetion f
Childhood Inunatinn Ana 34-'
s_xlser wortatiops will be e
VI. 'Ceramics." Jute I4-July
Art U. "Printmaking." .Puly I..
Aug 6 Hoene Koonombos SIT. "Pr -
Werra in Family Relations." Ju T
12-fittik 8. tiorne Ecnnorracs 8'
"Clothun Seloaran and construr •
WM' June 14-July 9 Agriculit t
370 'Farm Shop." Jay 5-23 a 1
Agriculture 601 "Livestock Selo -
ion." June 14-July 2
Christopher Taylor
Doing Well After
njury By Cow
Master Chriatopher Taylor is -
ported to be doing very well af r
suffering an injury in an acceln t
at his !we about five o'clock ticz -
day aft ernoon,
The three year old boy was n
clown by a row and sustained a b
cut on his trek from the horn
the animal Twenty-eight elite
were required to dime the cut .
the Murray -Calloway County Ho_
pital He was released that nig
and was able to reutrn hotn•
his parents. Mr arid Mrs Rob
Taylor
Mr Taylor Is retired from
United States Army and he and
family mode near New Canon .
Mrs Taylor is_a native of Fran •
but has been an American eau
for some tone. They have five mon
The Murray Kiwanis Club is pictured on the Golden
 .Anniversary of Kiwanis Interna-
tional last week The club held the ladies night
 on the occasion at the South-tide Restau-
rant The next regular meeting of the club
 will be *morrow night at 610 when Mau-
rice Humphrey of the U S Departaktit of Soil Conservation will present a film erkt
itled
''The Earth is the Lord's".
see
1. lirdr)
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DAR members stand before the new tombstone for Peter Waterfie
ld erected in the Gosh-
en Cemetery Sunday. From left to right are Mrs C W. Wal
drop, Mrs D. L Miller, Mrs.
Foreman Graham, Mrs. John Nance, Mrs Price Doyle, 
rS Max Hurt, Mrs Ralph Snow,
Mrs. P. A. Hart, Mrs J. D. Peterson of Benton and Mrs
 Leon Grogan.
Seen & Heard
Around .3.
MURRAY
Wh eradeabeas and eleationa in
the pea. life should settle down a
bit now.
During all the hulabalu the Yucca
Lay started binarning and we deign
catch it until Sunday
-- —
It is also called Spanish Needle
This Is tee Mara that was a part
a of Fort Moultrie iii Pionda. Tau
tarnembee k was nude out of Pal-
meta) togs elpanidi Needles also
pednal It and it sea prantioally
paatable
The leaves of the Yucca Lanai end
in needle paints which get lard
and they suek the whey out of you
We de nel MOW why the sign "Men
Ta'orking m Tema' makes in think
• of anantier min you never see but
it does KverIttme we see this sig
n
we think of one which hads "Mon-
key', Worktrig an Ground"
-- -
Yee ran ca a the a reverie some-
thing or Mawr. but it happens
&flyway We presume that the sign
mean^ that men are topping trees
ICon ie lied en Page in
Park League Tryouts
Planned For Friday
Any boy who is interested in play-
ing in the Park League liaanbill
program is asked to be at the league
field at 4 00 pin Friday. Juno
• Bkiva 
neat brave a parent with theta
in order to tryout.
Floya who were 7 before June 1,
1966 and boya who will not be 1
before July 31. 1916 and are real-
dente of Calloway 'CouMy are
agible to participate
Ilkmatitiar
lia•Part
Western Kentucky - Peatly colu-
dy warm and humid today thmugh
Thuriday with inittered showers
or thunershowere The high both
days n mid to upper 80s use to-
61
----
Kenturky take 7 am 3687,
change naming. Oslo. darn 302.1,
chime naming
Barkley Dam headwater 332 3 up
09. taliweter 306 3 ellY•471 02.
Surmise 5 36. Meese 8 11
1 New Tombstone Unveiled For
Revolutionary War Soldier
FIVE DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE net The five-day
Kerguelen wealther oat-look. 'Thurs-
day through Monday by the US
Weather Bureau
Tempensturee will average nen
nnrmeil highs of 80 to 86 and normst
lows of 57 to 86
Daily variations will be minor un-
til it turns cooler around the first
tif next week
Precipitation wie average approx-
imately one-half to one inch or
more in thundendaeWers
The Wnridell OurT, Chapter of
the DAB of Murray unveiled a
nes tombetione for Peter Wafter-
held at the Gabon Cemetery Sun-
day May 30
Water was a Revolutionari War
soldier of the (ith Virgule' Regt.
under Col Clough Anderson
The iinspie impressive "Prince was
conducted by Mn John Nance
Magerr Regent Mrs Price Doyle
Chapter Chapiatn, Mrs C W
drop. Mn. the Hurt. and Mrs
Garnet Jonas Stun Elizabeth Mai
Ward of Lexington. Ky a deans-
dant of Mr Weterfteld placed a
Thirty-Three
Appear Before
Judge Miller
wreath on hie grave Keith Ven-
able of Cadiz a great-great grand-
son related some of the story of
Mr Watarf kid's Me Steve Dou-
stas blew assembh and taps for
the opening and canna
Peter Warternalki. born In 1760.
wee too young and to short to be
accepted aa g macaw when his bro-
ther James erainagl. After he bro-
Ther was nein in the war be did
enlist This time be appeared to be
taller by standing on tiptoe When
he »tinned from the war he couid
fund no thee of ins . Abutfarnajzima
1.478, he fmiseMCI 1111tikei , and
nillsed a handy of nine
They lived in the fout-h 11 la of NW
saw Ridge Mountatna Mad IS
noire batons coming to Kenteagity
In 18111 They stopped in Caltheill
Co but then came on to Calloway
County to maise--Tnetr home
The Peter Warterneld family set-
tled on a farm which elm the north-
east motion made by the cram roads
a/ in the Balla Community The Gos-
iCeellaned se Page 61
1
Thirty-tivee rears came before
Jubte Robert 0 Stiller during the
pea week e,
According to the court record
they were listed as Mama
Morris Parrent. Atwood. Teti-
neasee. DWI. Mate Police Pined
$100 arid costa of $1050
Raymond filinfiarle Royal Onk.
Michigen, improper patiesua State
Polar Pineal $1000 •nri mats arm-
oersted
CharIes A Bolter °name teat-
ime speeding. State Patine Paned
$1000 MOO anis auspanded
og= Mks. leaned 135 00 andPlealentio. redden' driv-h
oases of 801110
Bobby Wallarns. roguing without
• Department of Fish and
11111111111e. Pined 116 00 and costa
allOgrided
Mien J Whey an Mayfield
mete one. speeding Stine Police
Pined $1000 and theta sumpended
The Deb= of Motor Tram-
inortatesi s lamed twenty-
six cleaners during the pa-et sev-
eral damn Offenses ranged from im-
properly registered trucks, mis-u_se
of farm leave and Improper use
of term tag All those cited were
brotediet before Judge antler and
the aware made
Dinpowition of the twenty-six
▪ made as fraiosTs sateen were
Merl away with leave to reinstate
this mriestem that it the violet ion
I. repeated seam will be taken.
three wore diarreaved on the pur-
chase of the proper License, seven
w:re dismased when Licenses acre
exhale-ad 'apparently license nits
not on person of driver when la-
tweeted' , and nirne ehantee were
diesnessed with no onalitkine attach-
tel
Bible School Will
Be Held June 7-11
Elm Grove Baggistninfauch an-
flatulent their preperation day for
vacation BMW fic1a101 which is set
for Tricky. June the 4th at 2e00
p.m.
Thie who'd begins June the 7th
throne/II the 11th. The hour's are
from it 30 to 1130 earn cley
AB children from ages 3 to 16
are invited. Children that need
transportation are asked to please
oontacanoine meinber of the °Clutch
S
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TV CAMEOS: Alice Pearce
Her Life Is FjI1d With Sorcery
By ED MISURE11.
CO1EDIM-1NE Alice Pearce
trill be the first to admit it.
Shea came full circle in TV
MOW she wadi her debut in the
• badt in 1946. Way out
Maga bappmed to her on that
//sot agpasrance and they are
▪ agenrring these days on
ABCs °Bewitched."
AsOladys Kravitz in the pop-
liar Mies, Alice plays a hap-
hailleewife with a beautiful
Witch ft a next door neighbor.
As audb. 'She is frequently the
hammed butt of Elizabeth
liontgoinery's comedic sorcery.
'Mom special effects men
up with an awful lot
of Wag to play on me," she
sold recently during a visit to
New York. "Still they're a lot
nicer than the experience I
ent through the first time I
ever did a television show.
• • •
"IT WAS late In 1946," Alice
related, "and I was one of a
group taking part in a closed
circuit telecast of a fashion
show. Things were pretty pn-nii-
tive then and called for the
use of a number of huge lights.
They were so hot you could
only work under them for about
eve minutes at a tune. We
Caeliwiteliwyne Akre P•one mid her real life inobond, Paul Dsrvis,
engirt • lough dense a sheeting Week on a "Bewitched" set.
were given ma tcl_;_9ionsiors the show. Viewers will
overcome their enervating ef - remember . her in many other
fects. commercials she has made
"I had on a dress with plastic
buttons and my appearances
had to be cut Mort when the
lights finally melted the but-
tons. I can honestly 5."0.' I've
never worked under suitt dif-
ficult conditions."
Xer present chores, added the
denedieenie, are performed un-
der much happier circumstances.,
was originally hired to do
bat two of the early wegments
Of 'Bewitched' as the wife of
actor George Tobias. The pro-
ducers liked what we did, ap-
parently, and we were signed
for further episodes. To date.
I'm appeared in *cut 16
shows.
• • •
'NOW Pn't under contract for
flve years to Columbia Puturea
lotuch Is the eampany of
Screen Mir producers of
'Bewitched.' I love 'Worland Iii
TV regularly hir Sod it just
as at/mulatto(' as lbw Made be-
cause I at have A lit to learn
about it."
In addition to portmlamr
the series. Alice edge 011Poon
In fume of the eve, esiMier-
male node by the arm that
Maremoht
Predicts Gan
In Sales 1965
"We have every nimin to tepee
a ocniinti-trm of IV Kora! fl trend
In es,ss '1-.1 per ferrr tn.-nines
shown so far Me 'year and the first
qu •Tter in AM.' sonotnced Arn.
H Mareneurit, Pretdent. Mam-
mon( C:ir-stion lo ha mew% to
eliareerlikci si The f.rm'.! 3141 An-
nual Meeting _le* in Chicago to-.
dee
Reviewing fir I goner eintemp
pet share. sake and profit& prev-
iously announced. learemont ncted
otit factors rogetwebie for gains et
aill three Hawes were due men*
to an increase in autancrive after-
!mart rvpisceenowtpsruk both nee  
and remenufeetured. ant'. in teetle -
fiber naschinery
Mamma& sokd that the firia ex-
perts benefits feint ellsninealon
the egfrt Per cent melee lex on
automotive parts. premised by Pres-
ident Johnson in hia Me to
Concrete yesterday May 17i. If as
it seems likely Chit- tax is with-
/men by Coniereer--
Its ea d that Marensint's Sam-
Lowell textile uschtnery (nevem
sales continue Mail. due tn both new
highs in texhie null produce sales
sod .to...421e dermon's now high
ripeed automated textile fiber pre-
paratory rnachir4ry 1984."
%Ore:noon n-eed pr,s1Ae10
oles hit a new high of 1116 2-balm,
up 47 per CCM over 1947 Pram
1960 ti, 1964 shout 112 2-billion sae
spent on Improved re aelverseed ma-
chinery wn increase foe. the five
yeare drahoue 1172S-million • year
an storm, incrowir of 11,146-0111-
1a.:si per yew. about
which represents additional yearly
potential/ for fleco-Lowell."
Mareenont esteriswar that wattle
rrdll capital vending fcr 1966 tent
exceed depreciatien and depletion
allowances by 13 per cent. riesiptt'ls
accelerated depreciation rates on
textile machinery in effort rim.
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Tao omuten Inns were announeed
by Marernont fur the first qu3.ner
ad 1106 The firm booed Maven
Preclude. Loral-rue, Ohio, giving
television shows. While appear-
15 and studied painting and hie in "Bells Are Ringing" she
other subjects at the Master, met stage manager Paul Davis.
School In Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. They were married in 1964.
Then I went to Sarah Law- Prometly he owns an art gal-
lery and shop in Los Angeles
where a number of Alice's paled-
Mrs are hung.
As to the future. Alice is bap-
-WM* 160- 4•14 her parobts pily and speculatively bevdtched
after college that she intended by what those special effects
to Meows an @Orem thee- men have in store for her Is
waraalt too plialisad about It. forthcoming episodes of -Be-
"'They Maw an litt/s about the ',eddied."
through the years. Prticuiariy
popular were two • made
for a toothpaste company.
• • •
DISCUSSING her c a 
Alice said she got hooked by
the lure of acting at a very
early age. The only child of
Robert E. Pearce, • National
City Bank vice president she
was taken to Europe by her
parents when she was le
months old. During the next 13
theater at the time," ahe odds
"that they were wary about it.
and hoped I might express a de-
sire to do something else."
Like many others, Alice found
Broadway was sot waiting with
open arms for her when she
began to make the theatrical
rounds. At one point, she sup-
ported herself by selling bloom-
ers at Mary's department store.
Following appearances in sum-
mer stock, she finally won a
Broadway role and debuted in
"On the Town.- She repeated
her part later in the movie ver-
years, they lived in such cities Aeon.
as Brussels, Antwerp. Rome • • •
and Parts. FROM that point on. Alice
"I can't remember when I racked up many credits in
wasn't a ppm ring in school comedy roles on the stage,
plays," Alice said. "We ra screen and maxi of the top
turned to the U.S. when I was
mince." While studying for her
B.A. degree. Me cconetted to
work with the Pnneston CM-
varsity theater group.
s
Milmantallby Mae lemberso firseesta
litar-nts.rst x whls owned -.kicked-
Ale 'puree' for muffler clamps and
harkeers Memnon& also acquired
the insets of Panto Rubber Oom-
pally Burbeok. California as a
.r pewee-in moiled and
- i d robber parts far its OW-
V -.1 Division in herbeng Col-Val
prtEAllor. valves for the P-
111 Lester plane
floti.rdtanet Roar* 'Power,
Mt I. AZ1101311. 11, 46 makes elec-
tion -rocket motors for the E-111
: Jet? • tenon. and Cel-Me1. are in
the black sod should Moo • profit
5,5 vtee." said Idertincee
Oitamose Deretori in Ser.-,
Menu. mil ecentie ie its M-60 rifle
trn-Pet be the end of 11111." Aso
Ma ern, ne Keener he noted.
'M-60 parts repiacement orders ex-
tending ince INS, an 11-14 rifle tor-
rid order 110107,0111eflot Oebnef
Elece_rotsles Divn from Mho
11.-s-its.:11usera, to taco Mame and
mooted irereme to hash voi-
nine. Mph precuien drive tram and
other auto criginel equipment pro-
ducts al the Jklalne Oen: should
roe.* up for the km
'In comfit:am. .teerved Mare-
mint. -the new huh in slain pro- •
31J10 ion Ur the per wee nil yeark
ash with a two to three year One
.ag Er many repticerne,5 pada
pri-ride an ever eitsood eve wortet
for the firm automotive aftermark-
et replacement pails"
SHOLAR'S rr'TO REPAIR
"WE 'UST . . NEVER GUESS
All, MAKES. ALL MODELS - WORK OUARAWIXED
ith Street Phone 751-17-1200 S.
1
Don't miss this money-saving Wei:
Sin up by Saturday, June 5th -
Pay $13—save $2 on installation charge
Sign up for
Cablevision service today!
RIMY IBLEY1S1ON CO;
In'N "MI .st Phone 751-ri005
.01MIIMINelook -AMMO,
SATURDAY
is the last day
you pay only $8. for 1
Cablevision Installation
/-
MOON yesug—..felus SligirCtest engineer with NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center In
Houston. Tex. wear.. "freedom simulator- wittetr-pmritiree effect of lunar gravity—one-
sixth of Earth s—as ha comes out of a simulated Moon crater He skesrs an Apollo pres-
sure suit, and carries s staff to au. ealking.
•
•••
TUESDAY JUNE 1, 1k5
DOCTOR STRICKEN Red Oross Hosp.tal. died Wednes.
v ay*, cent heart atttack
Williams, the first trained Negro
— Dr. la 3 
surgeon in Loin:v.:11e, was a natiVe
:tile ti; are ry - • ta -1,-4
TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN
Delivery Service — Carry Out — Curb Service
. t ri IS
eetc Phone 753-9125
SPECIAL
Charcoal Brickettes
5 LB.
10 LB.
2018.
— 11X PAID —
MARTIN OIL CO.
}:ast Main Stret Phone 753-9119
15 oz. Libbey
Beverage Glass
when you buy 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
Get extra enjoyment from tall, cool summer drinks with attractive,
Golden Wave beverage glasses! These luxurious, amber-colored
glasses have the famous Libbey Safedge`• rim and weighted bottom.
You get one glass FREE with every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline you buy. Start collecting your set today. Drive in at your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer displaying the "FREE
BEVERAGE GLAAS" sign.
GO MORE MILES PER GALLON with Ashland Vitalized Gasoline!
Large Libbey Serving Tray only 890
with oil change or lubrication
t 
at
regulnik prices. Charge it on your
Ashland Oil credit card.
Satin, ebony-like finish. . . stain and
burn resistant . . . dishwasher-safe
. . . versatile . . . serves everything. ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
• w
iwid
PRODUCTS
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1965
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